STORIES ABOUT RATS.

Faun, Garden, and Household,
AGRICULTURE IAS A FORCE TO CIVILIZATION.
I'in cultivation of the soil lit > at the base of butlcvrlopemeiit. and. with improvement in
<•
ythiiiL: (l>t\ there must be improvement in the
: ihods of agriculture, since failure here involves
o’dation everywhere.
Agriculture negl- eted
;t
brake on tlit* wheel* of progress.”
-m
fliis subject is complicated with tin.* question of
nation and the average duration of life. Oxvto jti’t»gres> in science and the diffusion of
w ledge. and also to the tlrainage <>f lamb, and
tilituiy improvement ot dwellings, tin* avt r-UiraTion of human life ha* greatly increased
kin t'.i last !■ w gtm rations. This is not specn. r is luei : ami though there may be comill'll) mor- ph\'i :d weakness now than in
n« e of our better metlipast, ii i' in
of preserving health, which save even the
<
k. w! ii"
triii- rl\. owing to malaria, tilth, igan i «-\p >-me. only the strong could surran- *
-muit iry improvements have barely
n i w ith their constant advance, will
.■mim no d.
aw rag* of life increase; so that, tlie population
:\i!i/ed world will be multiplying more
:-!!> ! -i '-line time to conic. Tin* earth is tilling
\
i-w hundred years mav be required to
ng all tin arable iamb ot the habitable earth in.:Iti\ ;iti.iii. ami until this happens the liiaxi-•! production will not be reached.
I»ut
a ill
u high and very complicated «*i\ i I i/at ion.
a icing a 'till greater diver^iix of industrial acts Than w now
kne.wn. while the population is
vwi- «i. vlieiiee i- the food to collie
I rhaps food w ill then be manufactured direct
ii morgaui
materials, but we Mtspeet that \aw ill always reserve lbr InT'elf a field •acred
; org niii- roiituiand x\ ill forex-T compel
priest* ot Nature to observe her ritual. Say
•me animals may
dispensed with, and the f» riity of the 'oil maintained by the application ot
in mi- a compositeb. and in this manner tin* promote o ot food made 11■ roach its greatest possible
rn
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FOOT ROT IN SHEEP.
lu reply to an article from Dr. Iloynton on foot
w hich we recently copied from the New Kngland Farmer. Mr. A. it. Noyes of Lancaster makes
the follow ing reply through the same medium :—
In a recent communication of Doctor Boynton, I
notice he recommends treating each foot in a flock of
sheep as carefully and with as much precison as
you would a sore finger. Now with a flock of a
dozen sheep that is all well enough, especially if
they are fancy ones. But how is it in flocks of one
to live hundred;- The “eternal vigilance"’ would
have to be accompanied with a great amount of
very disagreeable labor.
Now I propose to give my experience briefly in
this matter of foot root. In the first place I went
through "the jnill” when I was a hoy. and “lived
out:'" and learned something of the process of
doctoring with vitriol in the old fashioned way. In
1S4G, after commencing for myself in Vermont, I
had a flock of about 130 sheep, and they got the
foot rot, and got it badly. Well. I went to work
and worked two whole days.—1 was alone in those
days—on that flock, paring and plastering, and I
remember well what a miserable, dirty, back-aching
jot) it wa-. Well, the sheep got better—a good deal
better.—hut after a while they began to grow lame
! again; either a relapse of old cases or the coming
j of new; probably both. I thought to myself, this
'will never do. I can't go that job over again,!
must devise some wholesale mode of doctoring. .So
1 went to work and built a small yard in a part of
1 lie pasture nearest the house, in which I put my
,-a't troughs, and when the sheep had got a little
salt hungry, called them into the yard, gave them
I their salt, shut them in and kept them long enough
As soon as the
to he sure they all found the salt.
sheep had got used to coming into the yard after
theirjsalt. I placed a trough six or eight feel longon
the ground in the narrow gate way and fenced it so
that the sheep in going into the yard would he
obliged to walk the whole length of the trough.
Tin- bottom of the trough should he nearly level
and wide enough fur a sheep to walk in. I put into the trough one or two pails of salt brine, or
enough to cover the hoofs, and also a solution of
vitriol, and a pound or two of tobacco steeped. I
think 1 depended as much upon the brine as the
vitriol, and I had some faith in the curative qualities of tobacco. At any rate it served to prevent
the sheep from licking up the brine. Now the sheep
must have their salt, and there was no way to get
it but to walk straight through that mixture in the
| trough. It was fun to see them walk miucingly
| through it without knowing what it was for. In a
short time my sheep were cured, and remained
un d while I owned the flock, nearly two years,
j
Any flock of sheep I believe may he cured of foot
I never knew a (lock of over
ot in’the same way.
a
hundred that was ever perfectly cured in any
other way. .My neighbors at the time advised me
to take out a patent lor my discovery; but I never
did. So every sheep raiser has the 'right to adopt
ni\ plan, or the old one of paring and plastering
A. G. Noyks.
by hand.
Lancaster, N. II.. Dee.. 1SGP.
rot.
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human achievement: but there are some
And. if the view here
: ■a;
aiuiot lie done.
! wgatile liri-essity ill relation to tlie prof*od he true, the limit to such produci> to l*e found in the extent ot the arable
11
th.- earth, the conditions of fertilization.
1 the influence of climate.
Faeh of these comes
Ai itwn special form of limitation ;
mdifmau
-in,
what we regard a.- ia natural
old os1
:;
VOU1 d
email:
tiil th
limit- of .araolr *uiT:n c. While,
t1
!i> at-aiid-fore: -producing stores of
.• :•••!•;•
lor ali practical considerations here
ci:
well high incxhau-tihle; while the im;
m- iiT of the facilities t -r c-ommeivt are limitaid by mechanical law-, to new applications of
bc-.h ii" hound- can he -v!: while the invention
\v impleue nts
and machinery, and the immanufactures
ivcment aud diversification ot
a limit!--field
f<>r< them—we yet find obuunxu w to i
from the soil.
bmittion
This is
produ
:
of < ivilization which will first “bring
A correspondent of the Valley Farmer, writing
which w ill tir.-t lind it.- limits, and -topthere; from Lawrence, Kansas,
gives the following adm!. whi ii it
hu> touches it- utnio-t hounds, a vice. which will
apply equally as well to Maine
k w ill he put upon the expansion of all tile as to Vermont farmers—
forces < : civilization.
The manufacturers
It any farmer in Vermont have the western
l.angv the f• *rm of the wool, cotton, and fever, I would advise them to see for themselves
iv not
commerce
cannot
produced;
what can he done in the West before they dispose
i’-v tie
'-crcrils that are not grow u and the fab- of their
property East. Many will read in some
that aren.it mad-—the limitations of produc- Western
paper what such and such a farmer did
ri tV *m
soil will limit tIn* other resources of this season, and,
thinking they can do equally as
b
1 expansion. Henri the fundamental iin- Well, will
sell, come West, buy them a farm, per•!". me.*
: ag •ieuiture: hence, the importance of
on
the
haps
prairie with a very comfortable log
ii,g tin utm --t jios-ilil'- extension to its capahil- I cabin upon it, where they will have to haul fire
1'iii- a.--umi three form-:—Fir-t. the <uliju- wood and rails for a mile or two. and their
neigh"! wii-t lan-1-: s.-.-undly, tin
improvement bors so fan away that they cannot \ isit. them; or
larm implement.-; thirdh. tin impivw emeiit of
them'a
“bottom”
farm
where
perhaps they may get
th"d in the cultivation of the soil.
will he found plenty of timber, and also that tinA
anil"! r*-illeinplate the decline ill the wheat
is
that
common to this western
feeling
f many
tion- ot our own country for the I[pleasant
country—the chills—then they find, hut too late,
-t
w
} ar-. without tin rctleetion being forced that they missed it in
selling their farms East, find
us that in connection with it
may arise, in those large crops spoken of in the western paper
:
most distant future, tin- greatest ditlieulty of to be one
instance out of twenty, where an old rescm: ningthe coiilinu-m- evolution and
progress ident lias done well, and where they, knowing comi\ib/e.l conditions. The wheat product r. ntri- |
! parativcly nothing about western farming, expectomainly to the substantial support of civilized ed to do a-well as one who had experimented”
u, and
such support li« at tin- bn-i- of what- toil or fifteen
years. They will not give, up and go
er else tin
i- m life, then, in the "\eut that that ,! back:
their friends will not let them; perhaps they
-■apport be!
nieag. r or diilieult to obtain, -ois
to pi rsiiade their neighbors to to the same
e
uni iil)*‘r of tin civilized bod> -ub- (tried
; thing, picturing to them the wealth that would be
mil;-.
".•able coinlit i•»t:. 1 b ln
the itil- theirs in a few
years, with little care and less laan--'
to th- high-r aim- •! ii! -. <•> tin- success bor.
One word more and 1 am done. To farmers
plain, J1| reieinling. a nl ’.ra--ti--.il an atfaii j who in get a comfortable Jiving, pay expenses
ili:.; of growing w heat, or in rh.■ event of it.- ul- I
and lay by something each year, met r know- lln-re
nia
faiiur.-. of fin- culture <>f a fitting substitute. are but a few in Vermont
who cannot, I would
Tl-.e populati-m -.1 uncoil iv a fed ivgion w ...
say. >lo not for a single moment think of bettering
-parse, the game and natural products of the your situation by coming West.
i u many -piuiv miles ot territory being re<|Uist--Ibr tin- support of a primitiv family.
A lien
SALTING MILCH COWS.
animals have become -lomestieati d. a larger popuiti"U may subsist n tie* same extent of territory.
William Egger, of Eowville, Lewis Co., X. Y„
soil, in addition, though a Swiss dairyman of experience, gives the method
ud< makes possible a .-till denser population. nraclieod in Switzerland, by the best stock keepers,
I li more agriculture j. impr
and the greater in sailing stock. He says that the cows should he
'be amount "i food which Jan be obtained from a salted
al ly evert morning, and if
they are fed in
!
•wen extent of siirfaei
for a long series ..f \ears, the stable. The suit should be given before fodderdenser still may population become. Tin- more ing. Sailing in this way improves their appetite;
ll-roved tin1 implements of agriculture, the sinall- ; they drink with more regularity, are kept in better
•! the proportion of tin- wlnde people needed to
health and gi\e more milk than when salted in the
roduce tin- necessaries of life from the soil, and usual way, as practiced by the dairymen in Amerigreater tlie proportion thatvan be spared to ! ea. He thinks it very injurious to salt milch cows
•th- r -lepurtments of industry for the production I only once or twice a week, as they will lick too
t other
ueee-saries, convenience*, and luxuries i much salt at one time, and drink too much for the
-a eivilize-l life.
1 mproved implements and meth- I day.
To have stock do well, they must he fed
ods would a* one-- reduce the number of hours per with regularity, every day alike, mill never given
■1 A n.-••i-s-ary fur the support of the laborer, were | too much of any thing at one time.
•! that part of th-- surplus is absorbed in the
lie says throwing a little salt before the cows in
production of a greater variety of the comforts and the morning is much better than allowing them to
ixuries of life, while still another part goes (thro* have free access to it during the day, or at all
•'tie hands of capitalists) into permanent structures.
times, as they choose to take it; because, as it is
building-, bridges, railroads, canal*, tin* im- not taken with regularity, it lias a very important
: -Vi m"lit of rivers and harbors, and the likeconinfluence in
lessening the average yield of milk.
piests of c ivilization, the prestige and promise ol Cows, he says, should never be salted alter taking
:her- -iill to come.
water, and then have no chance to drink for hours,
Kadi generation Work- not for itself alone, but as the irritation on account of thirst will of itself
th-»s which come alter it as well. Many, who operate to depreciate the quality of milk, and lesin less responsible positions than the cultivator sen the quantity. These facts, he says he learned
a
the -oil, now ailed to look down upon him. but from one of the best and most successful stock
we here perceive, he
may he in some respects keepers in Switzerland, and has found by repeated
m
worthiest representative of them all. While experiment in his own practice the best course
!e
iiltisates the soil, let him cultivate hi- intelli- adopted by dairymen in
salting cows in order to
n-a
an-* willi due respect lor himself, he w ill get the most milk, and at the same time
keep them
imnaiid the respect of all. [Appleton'.- Journal, in good !k iWi.
■<
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The following is, we believe, one of the poetical
effusions of the great sentimentalist. Sir liulwer
Lvtton—he who, more than any man. has reconciled sentiment in all its tenderness with common
sense in all its solidity:

THERE IS NO DEATH.
There is no death! The stars go down
To rise upon some fairer shore;
And bright in Heaven's jewelled crown
They shine forevermore.
There is no death! The dust we tread
Shall change beneath the summer showers
To golden grain or mellow fruit.
Or rainbow tinted llowers.
The granite rocks disorganize
To feed the hungry moss they bear.
The forest leaves drank daily life
From out the viewless air.
There is no death! the leaves may fall.
The flowers may fade and p as> away—
They only wait, through wintry hours,
Tiie coming of the May,
There is no death! An angel form
Walks o'er the earth with silent tread.
He bears our best loved things away,
And then we call them "dead.''

was a greater proficient in the art;
she was prettier, too, and thjit without losing
: her charming air of ireshness.
After Stephen had been home about a
[
month, a new actor appeared upon the scene.
This was a young Cuban, whose mother was
! an American. She had some cousins in the
neighborhood, and had requested her son to
make them a visit. Sebastian Torredos was
at once an object of interest to all the young
ladies—and gentlemen, too, though not for
i
the same reason. To be sure, the young
ladies would have liked it better had he
spoken broken English: but, unfortunately,
having passed the greater portion of his boyhood in the United States, he spoke the lanStill, he looked very
; guage like a native.
he
could
as
and
speak that language
Spanish,
also like a native, matters were quite satisfactory. lie and Hilly met on equal ground,
l'ov both were accomplished in the game of
skill, and neither were in any danger of be-

He leaves our hearts all desolate—
He plucks our fairest, sweetest llowers;
Transplanted into bliss, they now
Adorn immortals bowers.
The bird-like voice, whose joyous tones
Make glad the scene of sin and strife.
Sings now in everlasting song
Amid the tree of live.
And where he sees a smile too bri. lit,
Ur hearts too pure for taint and s ice.
He bears it to that world of light.
To dwell in Paradise.
Born into that undying life.
They leave us but to come again :
With joy we welcome them—the same,
Except in sin and pain.
And ever near us, though unseen.
The dear immortal spirits tread
For all the boundless Universe
Is life—there arc no dead.

:
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MAID, WIFE AND WIDOW IN THE SAME

hints about stables.
Ill the gr a ter part of the I'nited State*, the stabling of stork in winter is u necessity: and it would :
be d’-rided a improvement in some other sections
where it ha* never been applied, Great improvement* have been mad in the construction of stamen within the hist few years,
especially, in the
manner of ,rc<ing feeding troughs. The
high
•"•k" formerly erected over th*■ head* of horses
id • attic from which they had to draw their food,
ait- ring hay seeds and dusts over their heads
d into their eyes, have in a great measure been
"1
No one thinks of erecting them in
•v
built -i aides at this day, and when1 they still
i'i
in
old ones, troughs should be suhstiplace
ded.
Besides the injurious effects above
named,
nil.rd is obliged to assume an unnatural
posin
e ach its
food,and after reaching it, must
“M-”‘ u* po*ition to
masticate and swallow it.
u
"hi>, c\ery one who still retain those
racks
m* stable* to have them
removed and substi! by
troughs of modern plans which are very
•’up!, and well suited to the uses tor which they
intended, and to do this now, before the feedason is over.
ig
If the improvement is postponed until then, there are nine chances to one
that it will not be done, and the
poor animal* will
'm\
to go through another winter in the old starring, break-neck fashion to reach their food.
I’bc man who invented these over-head racks for
•ding *to‘ k must liavc been a queer genius, and
'h<»c who adhere to tlie system with such
pertiny a rather stiff-necked people.
" ant of sufficient light is a
great fault in a large
majority ot stables, and is very injurious to stock
oi
more ways than one.
To be. shut up in comb ll a1iv
darkness day after day is vorv hard to the
.11 a
i.( ],d out of one of‘these
stables
horsy
into the open light, he is unable for a
time to dist r.giiMl,
ohjeets ioperly. and is liable to stumble,
•‘el bo ome alarmed until Hie eyes
adjust thera!\c- to their new position. The same
difficulty
Mrs in entering the dark stable from the
outside,
barkness is injurious to the animal's health,
Inch is easily proved by vegetables growing in
1 irk places. Light is one ot tlie great agencies
5bat imparts health and vigor to both animal and
egeiable systems, and being so very cheap, ought
be liberally supplied. All stable windows should
glazed in movable sash, and of such size as to
clmit a lull flow ot light, 'fhe division of
light
'i. 1 darkness as
measured by day and night should
"
rule
in both animal and vegetable
governing
economy.
r rec ventilation of
poor atmospheric air should
a prominent
feature in (‘very stable. Without
state
of animal health cannot be
!*'
1,5 so Miany plans of aeeom■
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HOUR.
Aline LaFavrc was born in New York city,
and is twenty-two years of age. She dances
royally. It is a sad thing to go to bed supperless, it is a less laughable thing not to go
to bed supperless, it is a less
laughable tiling
not to sup anil not know know where. Therm
lore she went upon the stage. She
sings,
too, at times. These songs of herbs are not
dissolute, neither have they shaken hand?
with piety. They tire such song as begin :
“Between the sunset and the sea.
My love laid hands and lips on me;
Of sweet came sour, of day came night,
Of long desire came brief delight;
Ah, loro, and what thiug came of thee
Between the sea-downs and the sea ?”

Aline LaFavrc is a nom do plume. The
of the woman is Maggie Cox and Iter
father was once Lord Mayor of Belfast, Ireland. In 18l>(3 she went to Paris, looked in
uijoii the bewilderments of Mabille, conceived the idea of introducing the Can-Can into
America, made herself perfect in all poises
and gestures so necessary for nights of furore
and sensation, and all at once she poured a
tidal wave of naked beauties over New York.
On the Mississippi a
tragedy was awaiting
her which had much of romance and more ot
blood. In 18(38, Aline LaFavrc was in Memphis. She met there a Frenchman—a man
allied to nobility, whose name in the
society
in which lie moved was Monsieur A. Vandemont.
At home, however, there was no need
of aliases, it was Arthur de
Pelgrom. He
was handsome, had
money, and he loved the
dashing Aline, who had taken Memphis by
storm, and danced her can can to shouts of
applause more deafening than Jeff. Thompson’s guns, when his iron clads made
a fix-lit
to save the city.
One day Pelgrom went out
upon tho streets
in the full tide of
young and vigorous blood.
I-ate threw him in contact with a man
named
Johnson; a quarrel ensued; Johnson fired
1
el
who
upon
groin,
fell, mortally wounded
and was borne to his hotel to die. Hither
with
a
come Aline,
Catholic priest, the Ilev
Father Kelly, of St. Peter’s church.’ The life
blood of the man had made all the linen red
his face was wan and drawn with a^ony
death was peering up at him from his°bed’s
foot; but the love light was in the man’s eyes,
and held out his hand steadily as the woman
approached him. They were married. In
three minutes Pelgrom was a corpse and his
wife a widow. From that day to this she has
been upon the stage; never so near a
tragedy
since ; still young, still devoted to the can-can,
one of those women ostracised
by society,
yet patronized by society. Aline La Favrt
dances to-night, thinking maybe, when her
mirth is most reckless, of the fair foreign fact
other lover who married her and died.
name
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it is best to him,lie calves
11 !l'
the n,. lernl tln-in with
halter, anilV""S'
caress them
vnrious ways
( lives
Tllanugl-il 111 tills \V ;iv will nlw-ii-a I... ■
suffer themselves to be appro;,,'.hf.,1
hh‘mJ,ei1
liotli l» the | instil res ami in the barn.
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nil'le,

Mii.k IIki;, i.ahi.v. In point of
humane treatment, as well as m view of
pcciiniarv prolit it'is
absolutely necessary that your vows should be
unlkeil at regular hours. Allow us to say
in ||,i«
connection what we have
frequently reiterated—
fbat is, the milking should also be done
by tlie
tine hands, as much as
possible. [Rural "World.
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Dilly—otherwise Miss Amelia Turner, was
orphan niece ot Penelope Turner, a dear,

maid, who overflowed with love
and charity for everybody, and called each
individual thief and rascal in the neighborhood “poor fellow !” always insisting that, if
it was not for some opposing circumstance,
Of
he would be a most worthy person.
course she doted on Dilly, and saw in the
pretty young creature all the charms and
virtues under the sun.
Undoubtedly Dilly
was loveable; she was bright, good temper- ;
ed, and very winning; but she had one fail-1
ing—she was a most thorough coquette. A
cynical person once remarked of her that she
would have coquetted with her great grandlather. if no one else could be got, just to
keep her hand in. But as this cynic was one
of those whom Dilly would not coquet, his
severe judgment might lie classed with those
coming under the term ot “sour grapes.”
lint be it understood that, although Dilly had
a wonderful amount of knowledge in the
art of using eyes, smiles, pouts and wiles,
she used it without any bad intent; for though
as subtle as a serpent in coquettish ways, she
was as innocent hearted as a child—or Aunt
Pen. She coquetted before she could walk
or talk—putting her baby head on one side,
glancing up through her long lashes, and
then finishing the matter by turning up her
rose-bud of a mouth for a hiss. Do you
wonder she continued it as a girl—continued
it till stern experience gave her a lesson that
touched the center of that willful little heart
and rent away the, network of folly and trifliiiXT that enveloped it.
Dilly could not remember either the father
or mother whose hearts had clung fondly together in life, and now rested side by side in
the far-distant India. Brother and sister she
never had; but when the little creature was
brought to Penelope by her faithful nurse
Susan, under the care of an old friend of her
father. Aunt Pen took her to her warm heart
from that time forth.
All the little boys with whomjPillv came
in contact, suffered more or less front her bewitchments. Many were the offerings laid
at her shrine; and Susan, who remained with
them, had often to put a positive veto upon
pet squirrels, tame mice, and very choice
specimens of animated nature. Aunt Pen
would have allowed the house to be overrun
with them, but fortunately for her, Susan
possessed more force ol character, and,
though loving Dilly dearly, could make a
stand at times. She was, in fact, the ruling
power in the house, and Jenny, the maid-ofall-work, looked up to her as a superior be-

sweet old

course

ing injured.
Stephen made no sign, and poor Dilly
perienced a heartfelt anxiety because he

differently

must be from
who is in New York; she always writes a lot of rubbish. I know it is
from her, for she said she would send me an
account of a party that was to come off this
week.”
The next day Stephen returned from his
journey, and the same evening met Dilly at
a little gathering.
She was rather puzzled
by a questioning look in his dark eyes—a
look in which, in spite of himself there was
occasionally mixed a glance of tenderness.
This only aroused 1 >i 1 ly to more active flirting with the Cuban. She knew Stephen disliked him. and when she saw his troubled
gaze she assumed a confidential air which
her companion instantly caught up.
Toward the close of the evening Dilly was
seated by an open window, the Cuban by her,
and Mr. Stephen Whitmore standing opposite
The conversation turned upon letters.

“It is

s

youimui captives

matter; the letter

“I

received

one

yesioicuij,"

.on

mi.-,-,

Dilly, laughing, “written upon a most important subject—at least to the writer; but I
shall not answer it for a very good reason.”

“And what is that, pray ?” asked the Cuban.
“Perhaps I will tell you to-morrow, when
you bring that sea view you spoke of showing me,” returned she, with the confidential
air that was intended to district Stephen;
but on giving him a side glanct she shivered
So cold,
at the change in his eountenante.
so dark and stern was his expression, that
her heart sunk within her, and as she turned
her head to more fully see him he leaned
forward, and fixing on her a look of con-

tempt, said, slowly:

“You speak of pictures—do y»u remember
the one we were looking at last week, and
the words, underneath it, “Lorn desecrated
dies ?”
Then he turned from her and addressed a
gay remark to a young lady near him. Dilly
saw him no more till the folloving week;
but she heard in the meantime that, much to
the regret of ins parents, he had decided not
to remain at home, but again to go west.
When she did see him it was bu; a moment,
and with others around them the clasp of
his hand was loose and careless, tin look he
gave her as he bade her good-b/e was one of
quiet indifference.
Stephen went, and Dilly, spite of her best
efforts, drooped. Some persons attributed
this to the departure of the Cuban, who
made his adieu at this time, lie favored
Dilly with a complimentary speech and a
very tender pressure of her kind; no would
have kissed it, in French fashion, but she,
fast losing her coquetish ways, retained him
by a look.

was one

dark-eyed little fellow, who remained faithful through all the ups and downs of childish
love.
Others withdrew, or quarreled, or

formed violent attachments in other quarters;
but he never changed; and so when she was
seventeen and he twenty, Stephen Whitmore
loved, her even as her father had loved her
mother. But the time had not yet come t'other to either value or understand this love.
Therefore, when Stephen came to her one
day, blushing and trembling like a girl, to
tell her that it was decided that lie was to go
out west with his uncle to remain a year, and
would she—could she ?
Dilly looked in his face with laughing eyes
and asked, would she—could she—what ?
And when Stephen stammered out sometiling so very much confused that no one but
a coquette could have understood, she replied that she neither would nor could.
Whereupon Stephen turned and left her
without another word, but with a look in his
dark eyes that haunted her for days.
But
the night before Stephen le ft he drew Dilly
out under the old chestnut trees and repeated the question more, steadily and without
stammering. Her heart thrilled a little at
his earnest tone, but she refused him, saying
sweetly, that she would miss him much as a
dear friend; upon which Mr. Stephen Whitmore started aside as
though stung; and then
taking her hand he pressed it to his breast,
and with a broken “Good by, Dilly!”
disappeared from her sight.
Aunt Pen was dozing in the parlor, when
poor Stephen roused her. To her amazement she found herself
clasped in a pair of
stout young arms, and
warmly pressed to a
throbbing heart. In a second more she was
most tenderly kissed, and felt two tears
drop
on her cheek; and then, before the
words,
dear
Miss Penn!” had
“Good-by, dear,
ceased to sound in her cars, she was once
more alone.
Susan was standing at the gate,
meditating
in the moonlight; Stephen Whitmore
wrung
her hand hard as he passed her. She watch”
ed him sadly as he hurried up the hill.
“Miss Dilly has given him a sore heart
this night,” she thought.
“Ah, well! I
fear her time will conic vet.” And so it did.
Stephen did not return in a year’s time;
his parents never failed to receive letters
from him each week, and many a token of
fond remembrance was sent them, but he remained away until three years had passed,
and then he came. As far as outward appearance went he was a different Stephen
from the blushing, awkward boy that left
them; he was now a tall, well developed
man, with a face that had force and character
in every line, and yet with a certain touch
of tenderness about the mouth and
kindly
gleam in the eyes that won the liking and
of
will
those
he
looked on. But if his
good
feelings for Dilly were the same, he concealed them so well that, although
they were
often together, the little, coquette could not
discover whether he still loved her or not. I
am sorry to say that the three vears had not
altered Dilly in respect to
roqueting—in fact,
she indulged in it more than ever, and of
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and thoughtful.
Much site pondered
on the expression of Stephen’s iduntenanec,
but the only cause she could find was her
flirting with the Cuban. One night she sat.
musing, just before going to led. On the
table by which she sat lay a fittle book, in
which Stephen, when lie first returned, had
written her name at her request. He wrote
a peculiar hand, one that worn! at once attract attention.
While thus fitting, Jenny
came in to consult her on the ctlor of a dress
she had purchased that day. Standing by
the table, her eyes fell on the writing in the
book.
“Land’s sakes!” she exclaimed, “that’s for
all the world, the same writng that was on
your letter, Miss Hilly, that slid down the
•crack.”
Miss Hilly turned pale. ‘Are you sure,
Jenny ?” she asked, quietly, lut with a great
effort.
“Yes,” replied Jenny, takiig up the book.
‘I was looking at the way tin A and T were,
made as I brought the letter along, and
these arc made just the same.”
“Perhaps they arc,” said Jilly, and then
turning to the dress, drew Jenny’s attention
to it.
But when the girl loll the room she
started up, and with hands pressed tightly
on her breast walked rapid y up and down.
She saw it all now. Stephen had sent her
the letter
she had writtin to all her
correspondents about without finding the
writer; and now she understand why lie looked at her as he did that nigit. He thought
she had read the letter, and was making a
jest of it. Oh, how her heat throbbed and
pained as she thought of it aj.
Aunt Pen was sleeping the sleep of the
just, when she was aroused by the voice of
weeping. Sitting up, she siw Hilly in the
pale moonlight standing by ler bed.
“Oh, Aunt Pen! dear Auit Pen! do you
love me, don’t you ?”
Aunt Pen instantly embracing her sobbing
darling, and drawing her beside her, endeavored to find out the cause of her tears. She
was alarmed, as Hilly was n«t given to such
outbursts.
“1 know you love me v?ry much, dear
Aunt Pen, and you will do sanething for me
that I wish so very much; von’t you, dear
Aunt Pen ?”
And then followed such a tow of tears that
poor Miss Penelope promised

quiet
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A SINGULAR RECORD OF CRIME.
‘•"What is it, my darling?” she asked.
!
“Have the dinning-room mantle pulled I
From the Lewiston Journal.
down,” sobbed Dilly.
Andrew
J.
Tozier of Carmel, Maine was on MonAunt Pen shook with terror. She took it j
for granted that her niece was losing her day sentenced by Judge Dickerson, at our January
Term of the Supreme Judicial Court for Androssenses, but hoping the derangement was only coggin County, to r>
years imprisonment in the
she
in
a
her
State
Prison for robbing, in August 1865, the store
promise
temporary,
repeated
of
Michael
Larkin
and
to
share
at
asked
Livermore
Fails, in the night,
quivering voice,
Dilly
her bed—an offer that was accepted. Miss of property consisting of coats valued at 82000. A
cart was also'stolcn at the same time.
Penelope was fully resolved to keep a dili- TozieiMs a hard
and his biography not
gent watch all night; but before she had the without its lessons.customer,
Rut one thing do we learn in
least idea of doing such a thing, she drop- his favor. He was in the
army and was, it seems,
ped sound asleep, and when she awoke in the a brave soldier. Indeed, bis friends claim that the
Governor
of
the
a year or or two since, in an
that
she
alone
found
the
State,
occupied
morning,
bed. Before she had time to rise Dilly en- address at Bangor, personally complimented Tozier
for gallantry in the army, and said the State
ought
tered the room, calm and serene, though a to take
care of such men. It seems that between
the
Aunt j Executive and Judicial branches of the
certain anxiety lurked in her eyes.
Government
Pen wisely thought she would not allude to j there is, in his case, full accord.
the subject of the mantelpiece, trusting that;
Tozier lirst appears before the public,
charged
six oxen from parties in
Dilly had been dreaming; but she was at with sterling
Washington
once reminded of her promise, and saw she County. One Cushman of Carmel, and one Shorey
of Monmouth, were charged with being his accomIn vain did she
was to be strictly held to it.
plices. Shorey plead guilty on his arrest, implicatquestion Dilly as to her reason. At last Miss ing the other two. Cushman at first denied his
Pen said:
guilt, but under the influence of religious instruction, while awaiting trial at Augusta Jail, he also
“Dilly, my dear, it is out of the question confessed
and likewise implicated Tozier in the catto pull down the wall in that manner withtle robbery. Wishing to make a clean breast of his
out saying why.
What do you suppose that sins, he confessed
among other offences, that he and
Susan anil everybody else would think?”
Tozier were the men guilty of the robbery from
Miss Dilly surveyed her aunt thoughtfully. Larkin's store in Livermore. Cushman, according“That is very true,” she replied, and left the ly. on being arraigned, plead “guilty," and was
Sentenced to -i year?5 in Statu Prison.

room.

Shorey, on account of the aid rendered the govin his confession, has not vet been sentenced. and he is at large. Tozier was
discharged
at Augusta Court in the cattle ease, for want of
jurisdiction, it appearing that lie accompanied His
accomplices, so far as learned, with the cattle, and
then stopped, while Shorey and Cushman passed
on with the cattle into Kennebec
County, bringing
uii finally at Augusta, where they butchered them,
and where, in selling the meat, they were detected
and arrested. The} sold the hides at Miller Jfc
Randall's, 'Auburn. Thus Tozier had committed no
offence in Kennebec County.

While Miss Penelope was still congratulating herself upon her success, Dilly returned.
“It is all right now, Aunt Pen,” she said;
“I have slipped your great grandfather's
silver watch down the crack, and that is reason

ernment.

enough.”

For

once

in her life, Aunt Pen

was

indig-

nant.
'Amelia:

now uare you no
cneu,
that?”
Dilly threw her arms around her aunt’s
neck and pressed her soft cheek to hers.
“Dear Aunty Pen,” she murmured in caressing tones, “you know you said you must have
a reason, and you promised me the mantle
piece should be taken down; you wouldn’t
wish to break your promise to your own little Miss Dilly who loves you so?”
Miss Penelope endeavored to be firm and
remain indignant, for the insult to the treasured heir loom was not to be patiently submitted to: but it was of no use, and she finally yielded, as she always did.
Miss Amelia coolly informed Susan that
she had dropped the watch duivn the crack
and although Susan listened with upright
hands and eyes, she declared she was not
the least astonished; Miss Dilly would do
mischief she supposed, to the end of her

such

a

thing

sue

as

Thereupon Tozor was immediately re-arrested on
indictment for the part lie took in the offense,
in Washington County, and was tried and acquitted'n\ Washington County—a remarkable and unexpected verdict, causing much dissatisfaction. His
defense was remarkably ingenious, conducted by
cure some.
During a rainy night they come
Brown of Bangor, who laid great stress on Tozier’s
on deck to drink; then they climb the
war record and actuallv won the case
rigposiagainst
tive testimony of respondent's guilt! Shorev was ging to collect the water which they find in
there testifying to all the particulars of the larceny the folds of the sails.
It they are reduced to
and Tozier's part therein. Other witnesses on the
great extremity they attack the spirit casks,
route taken by the thieves in
driving off the oxen, and drink so much they are unable to
regain
corroborated Shorey, and identified both him and
Land rats gnaw even the metal
Tozier. Tozier lias a brother who strongly resem- their holes.
bles him. Among the corroborating witnesses was pipes which, in public houses, conduct the
a boy who indentitied Tozier in this wav: Brown,
alcoholic liquors from the cask to the counter.
respondent's attorney, suggested since the vital All the race have
ears,
very
was
one
of
it
could
be
point
identity,
easily tested, to catch the sound of finely organized No
amt proposed Ins client lie placed among the specflowing liquids
tators of the Court to see if the boy coitlil pick him doubt, the difficulty they find in procuring
out.
This recommendation was adopted bv the water lias, in several cases, induced them to
Court.
leave the vessel as soon as it touches the
Meanwhile I»rown had shrewdly put Tozior's land.
an

brother in the audience in such a location that the
lad must need seen him 1 adore he did the prisoner.
The hov witness was introduced and asked to single
out Tozier from the crowd. 11 is eye fell onTozier's
brother, and he stopped a moment to scan him—
Brown evidently expecting him to identify the
brother as the Tozier related to the ease. But the
boy shook his heat! and passed on, and finally his
eye lit on a man, and he turned to the Judge knowingly- and walked to the witness’ stand. “Can you
point out tin* prisoner:-” asked the Judge. “Yes
sir,” said the boy. “That is lie,” pointing to the
right man. Brown’s test was .-harp and shrewdly
invented, but it failed, 'flu* gun kicked—tie* breech
was the most dangerous point of the
weapon. liespite all these proofs,'Lozier won the ease. FolPickwick's
lowing
suggestions to “Samuel,” he
“stuck to his alibi." The ease was tried last Oct.o-:
her and was one of the most interesting in the recent
Court annals of Washington < 'utility. At tue close j
of the trial Brown. Tozier’s attorney, said that he
“did not can* if Tozier was found guilty—Gov.
Chamberlain would pardon him.” But in that re| spect, we imagine, Brown
counted without his host.
j Although thus acquitted, hi" acquittal proved a
I barren victory, for it developed a circumstance
which rendered his participation in tin* Larkin
certain. This circumstance will appear,
j larceny,
further
on.
Immediately after Tozier’s discharge
wvitu Lv> liim lipun tin*
TVOVtla >VGuUl j
—before lie left t be Court room—lie was re-arrested,
he said be unendurable; if she could not ac- at the instance of the otliccrs of this
county, by
cept his love let him know it by utter silence, reason ol Cushman's confession, implicating him
and in silence he would endeavor to bear it. in the Larkin robbery. Tozier was taken to LiverThen she saw how lie must have misunder- more Falls, arraigned and bound over for trial in
the sum ot s*looo. He procured bonds and was disstood her jesting words that night, and her
charged on bail.
heart sank down from its weight of joy when ;
To make this account coherent—it is necessary
slie reflected with what contempt lie must to ret rare a few
steps. Cushman, in Augusta jail,
have looked upon her when he imagined that in his eoniession stated tha’ a portion of (lie stolen
she made a mockery of his love, and intended coats were concealed at on* Bucknam's in Last
Dixmont—a brother-in-law of Tozier, and on search
telling the Cuban of it as a matter of amuse- the
property was found concealed, as stated, in a
ment.
haymow. The mice had nearly spoiled the coats.
This thought was more than she could boar: Burkinan at once,
being mu prist • {. -aid: “Those
his love, perhaps, had passed from her for-1 coats were left here by Tozic
but denied any
ever, but his respect she would not lose : he participation in the guilt him- f, further, than lie
had
an intimation from 'Lozier That the
goods wore
should know that she was no dishonorable
in some way contraband. Bueknam was, however,
flirt; lie should give her a place in his es- arrested in the charge of concealing stolen goods,
teem if not in his affections.
Site snatched and tried at Bangor and upon the
testimony of
up pen and paper, and dashed off a few hasty 'Lozier, that he purchased the- goods of Sliorev
abo\e
and
named,
that
he
informed Bueknam of
lines, telling him how the letter was lost, and
thi- when lie deposited them with him. Bueknam
that it had just been discovered by the taking was
discharged. Again, there was public surprise.
down of the chimney piece; that when it fell This self-detenct of Lozier was, jj seems,
-uggestin tiie crack she supposed it was from a ed by malice against Shoroy, on account of his difriend in New York on the subject of a party : vulging the facts (if tlu*. cattle lareenv. Here, again
and that her idle words applied to that. She 'Lozier’s lies prevailed at Court.
At'Lozier’s, instigation Cushman's w ife, a sister
never mentioned love, hut told him she could
of 'Lozier’s, visited her husband immediately after
not bear to forfeit tiie esteem of so dear a
his confession at Augusta and prevailed on him to
friend. Then, trembling with excitement, retract his-confession. She came
too late, so far ashe hurried to the village and mailed her the cattle robbery was concerned: but since that
visit
Cushman’s
have
been
after
sealed as to the
that
she
a
secret nook
‘lips
letter;
sought
Larkin larceny—he even denying all knowledge of
deep in tiie woods, to which she sometimes the affair,
and of
resorted, and laying on the soft crispy brother-in-law. any guilt on'hi-part of Tozier his

days.

Miss

:

Mary Wilcox,

ing.
Among uuiy

ex-

did
in the least aware that
not, before she
she entertained such a feeling To drive it
away she flirted with the Cuban; for that
reason and also with an unacknowledged desire to sting Stephen, if he cared enough for
her to be stung. Each day she grew more
anxious to find some mark of interest, and
each day as far from discovering it as ever.
In the midst ot it all Stephen was obliged to
be absent for several days on some matters
of business, and iu his absence Hilly found
herself growing fearfully tired of Hon Sebastian Torredos. One afternoon she sot out
on a long walk, and staid till dusk, lest he
might lounge in his usual listless way, and
spend hours with her.
Before she returned, Jenny came trotting
in from the village. “Here, Mrs. Susan,”
said she, “is a letter for Miss Amelia.”
“Put it on the mantle in the dining-room,”
replied Susan.
inow tnere was a peculiarity aoout mat
mantle piece; a mirror stretched along it,
leaving a small space unoccupied at each
end, on which it was well enough to place
letters; but behind this mirror lurked a crack,
into which, if an article slipped, it disappeared as complete as though it had gone into a crevasse on Mont Blanc. Jenny knew
of the crack, of course, and placed the letter by the side of the mirror; but when Dilly
came in, knowing nothing of it, she laid
some wild flowers she had gathered, in the
same place, and in doing so, pushed the letter a little too far, and down it went.
She
heard it, and began to inquire into the matter, but when Susan told her, she said in-
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Dilly had taken the precaution
to
drop in a few advertisements; so
when the chimney piece was taken down,
and while Miss Penelope and Susan were
anxiously examining the watch, she secured
the precious letter among the advertisements,
and no one noticed it. When alone in her
room she carefully fastened the door, and
then sat breathlessly gazing at the important
document for several moments before daring
But when she did, and read in it
to open it.
how deeply Stephen loved her; how she was
the only woman in the world to him, her
heart stood still tor very rapture; she was
conscious of but one thought and that filled
her to tiie exclusion of all others. Stephen
loved her!
After a time she read the letter more attentively, for at first the words swam in a goldon light, very beautiful but very bewildering:
and then she found that ho requested her, it
her answer was unfavorable, not to speak or

j

leaves,

wept

as

though

her

heart would

As tin* cast- now stood 1 ozier—with tlie
prestige
of victory both at Machias ami at Bangor, ami
Cushman withdrawing his aid from the government
to 1 ozier's rescue—.-loud a good prosthing bold and unwomanly ? She could not and coming
pect of acquittal at the expected trial in Androstell; all was in a maze; and finally sick at coggin
County—for Sliorey's testimony had been
heart, and in body too, from lengthened repudiated in 'Washington
and Tozier's story reweeping, she dragged herself home, and was garding innocent possession of the goods was bein bed two days; during which time Miss lieved in Bangor, in addition. Shorcy. by his own
bad shown himself capable of commitPenelope, Susan and Jenny, stole up and confession,
the larceny of the coats, a> Tozier would have
down stairs and about the house like fright- ting
’•
us believe.
ened mice, and in great state of anxiety, Miss
The circumstances fatal to Tozier's ease in An-

break.

ijouocs seized

nor—nau

sac

uone some-

Penelope was firmly convinced that Dilly was
going into a brain fever, and that the pulling
down ef the chimney piece was the first

symptoms of it. Of course she went with all
speed for the doctor, who indignantly inform-

ed the anxious aunt that he considered it
rather an attack of irritability than anything
else : Dilly having received him very ungraciously, flatly telling him that she would not
swallow one atom of his nasty poisonous doses.
Being of a positive nature, she did not:
and in a tew days emerged from her room,
looking much as usual, though a shade paler.

Suspense is hard to bear, and so Dill}
found it; but she also made another discovery, and that was that she loved Stephen
more and more each day, and that this love
had struck its roots so deeply in her heart
that poor coquetry had withered for want
of room and moisture.
Stephen had asked for silence in case Dilly
had no love to give him ; but when, in answer
to her letter he arrived, determined to make
one more effort, he was not only satisfied with
his Dilly’s silence, but thought it more than
speaking a thousand words. For when he
stood before her, and she started up, shy,
trembling, pale, he saw in her swiftly failing
glance the look his heart thirsted for, and
when he opened his longing arms, Dilly answered him by simply nestling in them, and
holding her face upon his faithful breast.
Mrs. Mercy Osier, an old lady eighty years
of age, a resident of Bremen, frequently
walks to Waldoboro’, a distance of eight
miles, to do her shoppings, and back the
same day, making a total of sixteen miles.
A citizen of the state who has kept a mefor the past forty years,
has ascertained that the past month was the
mildest January in that time. The average
0
temperature of the month was 20 degrees.

teorological journal,

Senator* Pratt, Republican, from Indiana,
says that the Georgia bill, and all the other
Reconstruction acts, so called, are “unmitigated outrages on the Constitution and the
people upon whom they are inflicted.” The
gallant Senator is no fool, if he is a Republican, and we have hopes that the people, ere
long, will gel their eyes open.

Thu brown rat appeared in England about
the year 1730, but whether
brought from
Russia or India is disputed. It has been
sometimes called the
Norway rat, but witii
little reason, as it is but a colonist there.
This jat has now become a veritable
plague
to Great Britten, where it has devoured all
other kinds.
It is well known how cleverly rats can
swim.
They cross rivers to procure food
from houses and gardens, and generally
make the passage at break of day, for fear of
being detected. The following incident
proves the cunning of this animal, A number of rats had taken up their abode near a
dog-kennel, in which was lodged a great
many pointers. The food.of the latter was
put into narrow troughs, and the rats were
accustomed to come and partake of the dinner with the
dogs, which, trained for higher
game, despised these little mean gnawers.
The latter seeing no danger, came in such
numbers that they devoured the daily food of
the dogs, and the master of the kennel resolved to destroy these marauders.
With
this intention he made a hole in the wall, at
the end of each trough, and placed in the
openings the muzzle of a loaded gun, so as
to destroy the rats at one blow.
At the usual
feeding hour he stationed a servant at each
gun ready to fire. Having securely locked
up the dogs, he gave the signal for putting
the food into the troughs, and retired to the
kennel, intending to wait until the rats were
so much
occupied in the trough that they
might all lie killed by a single discharge.
He waited patiently for a long time, but not
a single rat
appeared. Having allowed the
food to remain about an hour without
seeing
any rats, lie released the dogs, who immediately rushed at their dinner.
They had
scarcely commenced their repast when the
rats showed themselves, and, as if they knew
they were being guarded by the dogs, kept
their accustomed place in the trough. They
had never before dined with so good an apposite. The intelligence of the rat is such,
that if it has once escaped from a trap, it is seldom caught again.
Many other examples
might be given to prove the extent of their
sagacity. Hr. Franklin tells us, that when
rats gain admittance into a vessel all
goes
well so long as the cargo is on board and
can
they
procure water, which is most necessary to them; but if it be too well guarded
for them to obtain it easily, they have recourse
to very extraordinary devices in order to pro-

droscoggin County, developed

at

Machias, already

alluded to. was thus:—One Sinclair of Clierrytield,
present at Loziers trial, ulcutilied nim as the man
who, under the name of Day, in the fall of 1805,
just subsequent to tlie Larkin larceny, sold a cart
to his neighbor in that town. This cart lias been
discoverd this winter arid identified as the cart
which was stolen at Livermore Falls on tlie
same night that the coats were stolen.
Singular,
that there should be a spectator at the trial at Marinas from Clierrytield, 25 miles distant, who
should have thus been providentially an important
contributor to tlie cause of justice!
Tlie wheel of the cart was brought to this county
and identified as belonging to the cart stolen live
years ago from Livermore, although some repairs
had been made upon it.
That was tlie wheel
which, rolling over the backbone of this ease,
broke it and Tozier's courage. Since the wheel
rolled back to Androscoggin. Tozier has wilted.
This fact, it is supposed, so far disheartened Tozier that he declined further contest, and on being
arraigned on Monday last, at the Supreme Court
for Androscoggin County, after some hesitancy. lie
plead guilty” to tlie charge of robbing, on the
night ot Aug. 20, t!S(l5, $2000 worth of clothing
from the store of Michael Larkin at Livermore
Falls, and also guilty-’ to tlie charge nl stealing!!
cart on the same occasion. Tozier now lies in Auburn jail and will shortly lie. forwarded to the
State Prison at Thoniaston for a live year's stay—a
sufficient period to learn an honest trade—if,"forsooth. tlie State is able to keep the wilv rogue in
limbo for that period.
Credit is due tlie County Attorney, A. M. Pulsifer. Esq., for his able efforts ill this ease and for his
labors before the trial in developing
testlmoney—
chief of which is the vital Sinclair testimony—
which obviated the necessity of a trial when "the
hour for a trial came
There are other interesting facts connected with this ease, now not
proper for publication, which go to show that not
half tlie story connected with Tozier's operations
has yet been told.
Air. Larkin lias been peculiarly unfortunate.
Except in this last hour in seeing "Tozier brought
to justice, for three years—until Cushman's confession—Air. L. was suspected by bis creditors in
New York and Boston, of having concealed his
goods for tlie purpose of defrauding them. They
even went so far as to search his premises, soon
after tlie robbery. Larkin having not only lost his
goods but being wrongly suspected of the larceny
himself, had a double stimulus to ferret out the
real scoundrels. In this pursuit, prolonged now 5
years, with a courage and perseverance worthy of
id! praise, it is stated he lias spent about $2000—a
sum equal to tlie original loss, so that the
robbery
having really entailed upon him a loss of §4000,
has nearly impoverished him. But be lias asserted liis honor and iris honesty, as well as ids pluck
and liis persistence, and we wish there might he
some way of putting a part of liis loss back into liis
pockets—for it was sustained in the effort to brill"
scoiiiulr“ls to justice.
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The ingenious devices by which they secure coveted food have
every mark of reasoning. They have often
found eggs stored up by careful housewives
in a dry loft at the top of the house, and have
actually contrived to carry the eggs down
the whole flights of stairs to their holes in a
deep cellar. This feat lias been watched by
angry householders anxious to counteract the
stratagems of the wily plunderers. According to the statements of these observers, the
rats appear to have skilfully combined to aid
each o her in lowering the eggs, one by one,
down every separate stair.
Their mouths
and fore paws were the principal means employed in the operation. Two rats have
even been watched as they conveying an
egg up stairs—in which bit of engineering
one rat pushed or raised up the egg and the
other received it. On another occasion the
rats formed a line, passing the egg along
from one to the other. When a number of
men form a line to hand buckets of water
rapidly along, we call the act a rational proceeding. why should not a like combination
be deemed a sign of intelligence in these animals ?
lbits have also been detected in the act ot
extracting salad oil from the long, narrow
neck of Florence flasks, One of the animals wrenched out the cork; then the same
or a companion,
dipped his long tail into
the flask; the others instantly licked the
delicious oil oil' the soaked tail, and by repeated dippings of this kind the flask was
soon almost
emptied. Mr. IUickland mentions a case in which the rats combined to
rob an old lady of her wine. The cask
was placed in a cellar, and before
many
nights had passed the most extraordinary
and even unearthly sounds were hoard in
the lower parts of tlie house. What could
lie the matter? Ghosts were suggested, as
the simplest solution of the dillieully: but
ghosts never intruded before, and the lady
had done nothing to attract such visitors.
She was, however, determined to resist
such an invasion of her domestic peace,
and called in not spiritual hut earthly forces
in the shape of her laborers, servants, and
a tierce dog.
The rustic troops being armed
with hay-forks, the house maid carrying a
large hand-bell, and the bold mistress herseli
having two huge loaded pistols on a talde
before her, the whole party awaited the attack of the supernatuai host. Strange as it
may appear, no spirits came, though such beings are supposed to hold carnal weapons in
supreme contempt. However, if the unwelcome visitants did really return,
they conducted themselves in a <piiet and respectable
manner, the horrid sounds being heard no
more,
uie uay at icngui arrived wnen some
of tlie wine was wanted for a festal gathering. The cask was wanted, and a moment’s
glance showed a burglary of the most shamtill kind. The bung had been gnawed through
and then, when the wine had sunk down to
that level, the wood below was bored through.
There was no mistaking the tooth-marks no
human tool would have left such peculiar
cuttings on the perforated staves. Not a
quart of the wine remained; and it was evident that the rats had actually got into the
ea.sk, and sipped the liquid to almost the1 Iasi
drop. The outcries had doubtless been
caused by the swarms engaged in piercing
the cask; afterwards their enjoyment of such
a rare treat kept the felonious
epicurean.'
quiet enough. Much wine was wasted by
running out of the holes; but this was probably licked up from the cellar floor bv the
eager topers. The cask itself was immediately raised to the highest honors, being secured by Mr. Buckland and placed in his museum as a memorial not only of rat
ingenuity
in combining for a common end, but of the
wine-bibbing tasts of the animals.
Hats will also combine to attack their foes;
and have been known to drive off even dogs,
when these were wanting in thoroughbred
courage. The vats in a well-known fable
were not able to procure oneof their number
to volunteer in “belling the eat:” but Mr.
Rodwcll mentions a ease in which a line cat
was almost torn to pieces and killed by a
l'uss
concerted attack of these animals,
had long been famous as a rat-killer: but
one night a very army of the foe
must
have suddenly sprung upon Grimalkin and
overpowered the hero.
The Pattern Voice says Michael Welch, an
Irishman, working in the woods on Webster
Brook, was carrying an axe on his arm on the
29tli ult., when a team passing him hit the axe
hondle. The blade cut a long gash in his arm
severing the artery, which no one present
knew how to stop; and the fellow Idcd to

death.

“Charlie,” said Grandma reprovingly,
“your portion will be in the burning lake at

last if you go on telling so many stories.”
“Oh! no, Grandma, I couldn’t stand it."
“But you will be made to stand it, my boy.”
“Oh ! well, Grandma, if I can only stand'it,
it’s all right.”

——■■Ilk

>ay able.

LEGISLATIVE.

Tuesday, Feb. fj.
I\* Senate. Read and assigned—An act to authorize Edward Swazey to extend his whiirf into
the Penobscot river; an act to authorize Leonard
MeCobb to extend his wharf into the tide waters
of P.oothluy Harlior: nu act to provide for paytneiil for counsel assigned to persons charged with
capital offences.
Passed to lie engrossed—Bill an act for the preservation of fish in Gross Pond in Waldoboro’.
Passed to be enacted—An act establishing the
-diool week and month.
House. Read and assigned—An act amendatory
of. and additional to an act to prevent the throwing of slabs, Ac., into Penobscot river.
t tti motion of Mr. Stover,
Ordered. That the Judiciary Committee inquire
into the expediency of legislation authorizing
towns to deduct front commutation notes outstanding against them, the amount equal to the unpaid
taxes on the same during the years that they were
not taxed.
Passed to he engrossed—An act to amend sec. 1
of chap. 3b of the Revised Statutes, relating to the
inspection of lime; an act to amend an act, entitled
an act to incorporate the city of Rockland; an act
continuing in force the provisions of chap. 170 of
the laws of ISOS authorizing pensions for disabled
soldiers and seamen; an act to authorize the city of
Rockland to raise and expend money for certain
purposes; an act to authorize Charles R. Sanford
to build a wharf in the town of Winterport.
Petition's,

Bills. Ac.. Presented

m

gold and silver coin, the only legal tenders at the

time of contracting such debts, therefor.
Resolved, That the State of Maine will not consent to stand in the attitude of a repudiator.
Resolved, That the State Treasurer of the State
be and is hereby instructed to pay all the outstanding debts of the State contracted prior to Feb. 2.>.
1Xi>2, in gold and silver.
The House referred the above to the Committee
on Federal Relations.
Petitions, Rii.i.s, &«., Presenter ash Referred.

By Mr. Sherman of Camden—Remonstrance of
David Howes et :'»4 als.. of Lineolnville against a
bill granting a charter to St. Georges 5 alley Railroad; remonstrance ol D. Knowlton et 147 als.. of

Camden in aid of same; of S. D. Carlcton ot Gf> als..
of Rockport and Camden in aid of same.
]5v Mr. Mears—Petition of M in. llaekieton et
als..' for an act to legalize the doings of school district No. 14 in the town of Bristol.
Bv Mr Harriman—Petition of Emery Sawyer et
39 als., of Belfast for further jurisdiction, to trial
justices residing in said Belfast. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary.

ftcpiiblkan
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By Mr. Main—Petition of I). Human et als., to
-byannex Unity Plantation in Kennebec county, to
Waldo county; of A. F. Watson for annexation of
H. SIMPSON,
william
Unitv Plantation to the town of

Unity.
Wednesday, Feb. h.
Cushing, moved to take up

1.N Senate. Mr.
Senate document No. 13, an act in relation to the
formation and regulation of railroad companies in
tin State. He said the act required considerable
amendment to make it of value to the railroad interests of Hie State, and therefore he moved to
-trike out all after the enacting clause and presented a substitute.
On motion of same Senator the substitute for
senate document Nu. 13, above named, was laid on
the table and ordered to be printed.
House. Mr. Dunning presented bill an act to
incorporate the Penobscot Valley Steam Ship Company. and on his motion it had its several readings
and was passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Hamilton from the Committee on Interior
\\ aters reported ought to pass an act to prevent
tin throwing of edgings and other refuse into the
v\ aters of the Medomak river in the town of Waldoli.irob Read and assigned.
Bill an act to authorize Win, Godfrey et als., to
onstreet a fish wier in the tide waters ol Pigeon
11 ill Bavjn the town of Steuben. Read and assigned.
1UI.I.S. PETITIONS.
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AND REFER-
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PROPRIETOR.

In advance, $2.00 a
Surscription Terms.
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ed
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full
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M. Pettengjll & Co., G State St.. Boston
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements,
4®*S. P. Niles No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this
paper.
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RED.

1‘etition of Cyrccn Crabtree 2d., and 00 others of
Newspaper Decisions.
Hancock, that the law regulating the taking of por1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
be
or
made
reaffirmed
more
effectual!
Referrgies,
post-office—whether directed to his name or another’s,
ed to the Committee on Fisheries.
or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible for
Petition of Laura M. Nutt and 71 others of Pembroke, asking that the Constitution mav be so
amended that women may he allowed to vote.
liy Mr. Jiliss an act to amend chap. 40 of the lle\ i.I Statutes, relating to corporations.

Thursday, Feb. 10.
Mr. Gray, from Committee ou Maine
state Insane Asylum, reported a resolve appropriating $o.>,000 for the purpose of finishing and furnishing the new wing to the institution and other
building purposes. Assigned for to-monow.
Mr. Hanson reported bill an act to incorporate
tin- Lincoln Woollen and Cotton Manufacturing
uinpany. Assigned.
Mr. Cushing, from Waldo County Delegation,
reported bill an act to establish the salary of Judge
.a Probate of Waldo County.
Assigned.
Petition of John Buck et'als., of Orland, for authority to loan credit and take stock in a railroad
referred to Committee on Railroads.
Mr. Lmg. presented petition of s. I,. Milliken et
•ils.. of Belfast, praying that Bickford ( Mathews
of Liberty may be paid for services on
highway in
senate.

Liberty.

House. Mr. Spaulding, reported bill an act to
abolish capital punishment. Ordered printed.
Mr. <’ousins, reported bill an act to incorporate
Hie M ai-sport Manufacturing Company.
Read and

a-signed.

The contested election ease of Keegan and Ilickin Hie Madawuska
Plantations, was considered.
;! ik-key is the sitting member, who has long repre'eiited the class. Keegan is a younger man, of
French extraction.
Both arc Democrats. The
whole question, with tin- majority party of the
House, turns upon the point whether Keegan isn’t a
more comfortable man for them to
have.] After a
long debate, the question was settled ju favor of
Keegan, by a vote of 7ft to 34.

Friday, Feb.

n.

■senate.
Mr. Cushing, from Committee on
Railroads, reported bill an act to enable the city of
Bangor to extend further aid to the Bangor and
Piscataquis Railroad Company.
Order from the House in regard to raising a
Joint Select Committee upon subject of
paper
-redils, naval commission men. Ac.*' came up and
was passed in concurrence, and the
following appointed on the part ot the Senate: Messrs. Lane,
Lindsey, and Neailey.
House. Mr. Wasson, from the Committee on
Division of Towns, on petition of E. G. Guptill.
is ported
bill an act to set oft'a part of plantation

the
2,

payment,

It a person orders his paper discontinued, he must
all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
t until payment in made, and collect the whole amount,
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prlma racie evidence
of intentional fraud.

fiay

Subscribers ure requested to take notice oi the dal' on
the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
form of receipt now used.
For Instance, l.i May 03,
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
When
a new payment is made, the dale will be immediately

changed

to correspond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent
with every paper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
to forward the sums due.
Win sending money, state T1IK POST OFF1CK to
which the paper is sent.-tig

The conclusion l<• lie drawn from this report is
that the locating of the parties engaged in this “paper credit” business, if it could lie accurately done,
would cover a pretty large territory, including
more towns and individuals and shades of polities
than are usually mixed in one transaction. Those
who sold the “paper credits” were grossly dishonest. and they wtio bought them for their towns
must acknowledge that they knew they were giving
their money for that which did not put men into
the army. They may rely that the popular sentiment in their towns sustained them in taking this
course to till their quotas, and it this lie considered
a sufficient reason for what they did. it distributes
the iniquity of business pretty broadly over the
State. To mete onl justice to both principals and
accessories would tie an undertaking of large proportions, and require more than human wisdom
and knowledge. [Kennebec Journal.

Wo fear that the above is but a foreshadowing of the report of the committee of invesformed. We fear that, our prophecy that the radicals will never look into this
matter as it deserves to be looked into, will
prove to be true. That parly is in a curious
and most embarrassing dilemma in respect to

tigation just

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
THE PAPER CREDIT INVESTIGATION.
THE LEGAL TENDER DECISION.
Correspondence of the Journal.
This matter has so far advanced as that
a period of about two years, says the
Hartford Times, tiie Supreme Court hesitated the committee on investigation lias been A Trip to the South Shore—Hingham as I
Saw It-—The Grave of Gov. Andrew—An
and delayed to make a decision on the ques- formed. It is constituted as follows—
Incident by the Wayside—Tomb and Resiof
Cumberland.
Senator
Lane,
tion of the constitutionality of the legal-tendence of Gen. Lincoln—Monument to the
*■
of
Somerset.
Lindsey,
First Settlers of Hingham-—The Oldest
der act. The Judges seemed to shrink from
Neally, of York.
Church in America—-Rev. Mrs. Hannaford
Representative JIume, of Cherryfieid.
the firm and resolute discharge of their duty.
—Home Agajn.
Humphrey, of Bangor.
The Court has manifested a timid reluctance
tVasson of Surry.
Boston, Feb. 12th, 1870.
“
Spaulding, of Richmond.
to meet and dispose of this important quesA hurrying and trampling of many feet—a
Presque Isle.
stickney,of
tion. which was not in keeping with the exHawes,'of Vassalbovo.
11
sharp loud call of “all aboard”—the noisy
Stover, of Ilarpsweli.
alted character of that eminent tribunal.
Tlie only Democrat that tlie fears of the ringing of a bell—the short, angry piercing
Everybody knew that when the decision was
would allow upon this committee is screams of a steam whistle—a swift revolumade, it could not be in favor of the constitu- majority
Mr.
Stover
of Ilarpsweli! What a magnifi- tion of wheels, and we were safely out from
tionality of such legislation. The long-conthe controll- the depot—running smoothly along on the
tinued effort of those in power at Washing- cent sense of fairness possesses
To
tlie party iron tracks that stretch between Boston and
House!
at
the
State
ton, to change the high character of the ing party
A ride in the steam-cars is like
that
lias
the
of the Coliasset.
voters
one-half
nearly
Court, by the new appointments of the last
else
under the sun. We are on the
nothing
one committee man
nine years, and degrade it from its high es- State they give actually
train. The track is free from obexpress
of
out
ten!
in
an
And
that, too,
investigatate as the impartial Judicial and co-ordinate
tion that is seeking to find tlie hole in which structions. The engineer crowds on steam,
branch of the Government, have not availed,
a million dollars of the people’s money lias and we fly through space with almost the
and cannot well, in the nature of things,
rapidity of lightning. The trees and houses
avail to prostitute that honorable tribunal in- disappeared!
vanish as quickly as seen
The sharp oft-rethe
of
Senate
did
not
President
the
Why
to anything like a partisan machine for regsound
of
the
whistle
warns of the
pealed
have the courtesy and fairness to place on
istering the edicts of Congress. If Congress
of danger, whilst the swift, tremendthe
committee
a man as Philander J. presence
such
could succeed in shackling the Court—as
ous bounds of the iron steed tells ns that lie
Carlton?
Is it because Mr. Carlton is too
more than one bill introduced under Radical
is licry and impatient of control, and may
rule has attempted to do—it would be better thorough, when charged with a duty, and
And
any moment' dash us to destruction.
this
so
far
as
to
corruption?
probe
at once to abolish the Court entirely, and by might go
how
obedient
to the will of that man of
yet
that simple means do away with such a And in the House, why is the Democratic
brawn and nerve who guides him on his imtroublesome branch of the Government, party not represented by such a man of excourse.
The dash
Oil, it is grand
petuous
as
Hon.
and
thorough integrity
whose very existence is interpreted to be a perience
and daring, and power fill us with an oxctleIsaac Reed? Air. Stover is undoubtedly :i
standing rebuke and admonition to the legnienl which Hoods heart and brain, causing
islators who are usurping power, and disre- very honest mar,, but one not so much accusthe eye to sparkle with an added luster, and
of
the
as
to
tomed
to
matters
kind,
perhaps,
The Supreme
garding the organic law.
the blood to tingh- along the veins until it
Court is to Congress a troublesome reminder maintain his lights against his nine associates,
in a red Hush to chock and brow.
of
on
insist
•thoroughness
investigation. creeps
that constitutional barriers and safeguards and
And so we journeyed—out from the roar,
Tlie very make lip of this committee,
still exist—that they were erected by the farthe rattle and the constant din of the city—
with the foreshadowings of the
framers
of
the
in
coupled
order
Government,
seeing
into the heart of the green fn woods—past
tlie
and
intimation
that
to prevent just what Congress is now aiming Kennebec Journal,
snow-covered
fields, quiet farm-houses, and
is too r/reat to be investigated,
to bring about—a
Central Oligarchy, built the corruption
beautiful villages—through desolated orthe result. We are to have another
upon the ruins of constitutional govern- indicate
the silent cities of the dead,
chards. and
For

■■

ment.

1 lie decision itself,
notwithstanding its unworthy shrinking, reluctance, and beating
about the bush, without boldly meeting the

main point, is nevertheless important as declaring in effect, if not in plain terms, that
the legal tender act is unconstitutional.
It is an unconstitutional act, says Judge
Chase and his associates, so far as it applies
to “pre-existing debts,” contracted previous
to the passage of the act in February, 1862.
The creditors may demand that all such obshall be discharged in gold or sil-

ligations
ver.

That is virtually a decision of the whole
case—though it is to be regretted that the
constitutional timidity’of the Chief-Justice and
his followers should have interfered to prevent a bold. square, and honest statement of
it. It is argued that an act of Congress,

which the Court declares in

so many words
“inconsistent with the spirit of the Constitution,” was in some sort Justifiable by the
exigencies of the war.
What this statement involves, it is perhaps
was

point out, in this place. It is
enough that the Judges point to the explicit
language of the Constitution itself to sustain
their position. The Court declares that Conunnecessary to

oilier amt

Mr. llmnr

sin.

I the

people

are

demanding

this investigation. and lie thought they should know all
there is in it, and therefore acquiesced in the
suggestion of tlie gentleman from Augusta.
The amendment requiring the investigation to lie
public with the original amendment, were adopted
and the order passed.
The Speaker then announced on ttic
part of the
House, those to serve on the committee
proposed
in the order as follows: Messrs. Hume.
Humphrey,
Wasson. Spaulding, Stiekney, Hawes, and Stover.
On motion of Mr. Hume,
< irdereil. That the Secretary of State he
requested to furnish the Legislature with the reports of the
investigating committee of lHfifi on paper credits
and other matters, with the accompanying documents,

Saturday, Feb 12,
Senate. Head and
assigned. Bill an act to
supply the city of Bangor with pure water; an act
t« authorize l'avid Rodie to construct a fish weir
into Frenchman's Bay; an act authorizing Win.
Godfrey et als.,to construct fish weirs ill the tide
waters of Pigeon llill Bay in the town of Steuben;
:m act to amend an act to incorporate the Maine
General Hospital; an act to incorporate the Searsport Manufacturing Company; an act to authorize
tiiifus Fiekett to construct a fish weir in the tide
waters on Pinkhum Island, in the town of Mill-

bridge.

House. Mr. Folsom from the Committee on Interior Waters, on petition, reported hill an act to
authorize A. L. Frohock et als,, to extend a wharf
into tlie tide waters of the Penobscot Bay in the
town of Lincolnville. Bead and assigned.
Mr. Cox from the same committee made the
same report, on hill an act to authorize George L.
Snow to extend his wharf into the tide waters of
Rockland Harbor. Read and assigned.
Remonstrance of C. R. Mallard and 9tt others of
Rockland against granting charter to Georges valley Railroad was presented and referred.
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There is not sound reasoning in the assumption of the Journal that the agents of the
towns who bought paper credits necessarily
shared the guilt. There may have been some
instances in which that was the case, but they
few.

The dealers at the time

quotas with

nr

alreadv received **00,000. The business of the roud
disappoint" it» friend* by its meugreneas.

|

ful and beloved physician, the event of his ] as-dm
away deserves something more than tin.nmm
record.
Dr. simonton was born in Camden, >cj»t 12,
1>12. He received there the educational ads.anta

rii

Boston Advertiser is confident that the im-

munity from large robberies which our State has
enjoyed ,,f late years, comes from the promptness
with which the Bowdoinham Bank robber* were
punished and the refusal of the Bank to compromise
with the robbers.

•’

[cicty

had softly sifted, making a pretty picture of
green and while-fit emblems of him who
sleeps beneath-—for to those who knew him
best his memory will be ever fresh and pure.
Leaving this hallowed spot, we proceeded
slowly, by a circuitous path, to a more ancient part of the Cemetery, where some of
tlie first settlers lie imried, stopping on the
way to adn ire the abrupt ilcsivnt ot tlie bill

a

quality whirfi the conductor
expected ti understand.

ol the

Age is

The statemett that “the money for twothirds of the, enterprise is yet to he procured”
is another falsehood. The subscription of
the city of Be last alone amounts to within a

was ever

in 'letter condition.

kind

sjnd gentle treatment, both for human* ml
economical reasons.
The know ledge that the Doctor had acquired In

large ice house, 2bO by T*» feet, situated in
ms’ ship yard, Pitts ton. was blown down about
**o’clock. on the evening of the Mh.

was
ready to impart, often as a lecturer, mon
frequently by contributions to medicsil and scientific
journals, or the weekly press, he scattered abroad

The negro Alexander Gardner, who eomtuitvu>
rape upon Mrs. -stewart. w a hung in Virgmit »*i

A
dev

Friday

valuable suggestions drawn from his large experi- I
William II. Belknap, of I'v. i.-i \
It., ha* nence.
For a year past lie has contributed two col- .'oumv.1 s-'IO-so damageI lie
ii.isl.m iu. 1 .Mam,
l{ iili-..;..l < .111j>:■ II> I'm being puhli.-lv neetiul I'rniu
umns weekly to this
of
most
iutci
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iug
paper,
to tlie lovely valley liclow. At this place was
1
In 1 In.III.-!,,I- While
turning from the
which we are sure the readers have highly «
diown to me an elegant monument erected
-I’I III--II in Bo,,|, n about IwO >eatago
ued.
In
the'*1
the
I*
in
of
bonev'■
papers
to the memory of a young suicide, who. like
quality
iml-l.l.-.| to I >ariu \ lili-u, l:-,|.. ,,f Authe unhappy Dido of Carthage, killed herself ha\e been largely displayed—we mean that \ i'<a
i;iM:i, o- a "jof til, Annual Kepnrt ol the (>i
afor love.
It was a sad story -but—hers is l>encvolt*ncc which seeks not so much t o r* lie
1,1- ami Ti astuvr of the ToUland an,I k.-lin.-not the only unwritten history. Nearly every to prevent want. His teachings constant!' ■••mindI.
llailioail Company. It allows a
lite lias its doubled down page. And proba- •'■I us oi tie* economic maxim- of Franklin—tho-e
very prosperon- -nmlition of allairs in the
eorporatimi.
bly she could have lived. I lie poet says
precepts which, if observed, promote thrift and
-:ii,l an asti-oiioim-r T.,
baiii.-b poverty. Willi extravagance and wasteful
■Tis tlie coward steaks to ileatli—
bright-eyed girl w hen
The brave lie on."
yit ^rainbows ; --|>i.l you ever -ee a Ittuai
prodigality lie had no fellowship. He was an >,n- talking
lio\\ mi —‘ I have -,-en 1- -ait.v hv
moonlight,
Here is the tomb of (ten. Lincoln, built iourager of enterprises that
promised to he of pub- -ir. it that what you mean.*' iva, the slv rejoinder.
more than a century
ago. A large, deep iie beneiit. And as a subscriber to the stock of our
V girl ha- to be go,,.I
looking to get employment
vault dug down into the ground securely
Railroad, with his customary thoughtfulne--. h•• m tin
Treasury at Washington. They have sharp
walled up and then covered with earth even
as
a
reason
the
gave
greater com fori to travellim: ev.-s Ibr points there.
to the entrance, which can be gained onlv in
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digging away many feet of earth. Above tinDuring the sixteen day- that tin- Moiiareh haIn religious belief, as in nil the liner emotions,
been in port at I'ortlaml -lie has been visited In
mound rises a small square pile of fields
lie wa> not forward or demonstrative. He felt "Sr: 2 >.000
1m'0|»!p.
rocks upi n which, rests a tint stone bearing
iI*
the faini y name of Lincoln
In another more than he expressed. Of independent thought
leads of smelts put lip In ha treks pasection o! the. village I was shown the old in everything, he undoubtedly lixed the anchor of through Kll.-worth. almost daily, for Bo, k-potl
I h --,- barrel- of the
tinny tribe are shipped to Bufamily mansion of (Jencr.nl Lincoln, ous ted his faith where Ids spirit rode in time, as in eter- t"ii and tin’ll.-,■ West
for ronsumption. t liUt-wortl
over one hundred and fifty years ago.
In nity, secure. A life well spent need not fear the Ai.n-rieaii.
close proximity to this tomb is the monument portals of death, or seek better support in the la-t
tin -ailor- of lie- ship Neptune, ptsf arrived at
erected 1' the memory of the first settlers of hour Ilian the simple faith which looks through
N'-a *i I k. I,ring ui.v.-l -leeu-alious
It is a plain heavy shaft of gran- Xat lire up to Nature’- God.”
-tgainst tapt
Ilingham
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-To tlie First
ite, bearing the inscription.
-ay In- led only heat thetll w.itji
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sides. \V thill (lie large circular mound that
liead-. thus initiating
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ground- that hi- care md lalwr had beautiiied,
turbed as mementoes of the past.
Butin
In 1.1.mu-. N11
with the blue water- ot‘ the hay beyonri.
lb,til,- pa- Itrvn elKs-en .lustiee
I do
nearly all eases the stones are very much not de-us life for the sake of
'I
II ho],e- to have more ol it at
living,” he said lo u-.
worn and the inscriptions nearly obliterated i
home now
as we stood by his bedside.
For the sake of my
and
dank
dark
by age. Very
they looked,
Wl,olden. p|- eidallv*- >t A tiglistit troiu Calaithese rough black stones, with their mossy friends, and for the good I might do in the world.
I would like a longer lease of life. But it cannot
and
over
some of them 1 read
sides;
bonding
Imving resigned, tli.-v talk of elei’ting Hon. K A
I know my condition, and I am dying." IT** Tike.
in the scarcely legible letters that above two be.
hundred years ago had some of them been would say to his attendants, at night—'“* Open tin*
Bo-ton demand- a -team revenue
utter
and
shutter*—let me look at the stars.”
And all thro’
placed here.
ought to have it.
mo
we
the
lonint
watches
of
i-.iinagmg non
the
lie
emrirry,
weary
would gaze
night,
Wi-eas-et has hud a -h «»< k of. rt h* jii.ik e. ml
ourselves besides what, is called the Old Ship, upon the
majestic processions of the heavens, that
or in other words the oldest
meeting house in have kept their sublime march since the birth of feels livelier Ilian before.
America, and if correctly informed the first time—type of tin* vast ocean of
Bark John < i ritliu < formerly of Brunswick! ha
eternity into which
one ever erected for the sole
purpose of a he was drifting. What suggestions their glory and been condemned to forfeiture in New York bn
suit nr;: ling cigars from Matanzas.
church. It was built in the year Ids 1, and is,
beauty were to him—what communion lie held
with a few slight changes, just, as
originally with the great Father of all—what tokens of re- The raising of mushrooms is^fouud to he quite
erected.
In appearance it very much
lucrative by the fancy gardeners of Boston
Thev
bles a large old fashioned two storied house, cognition and hope he had from the loved and lost m II readily al a dollar a dozen.
—is
not
tor us to say.
And so. with decreasing
with two wings or porches projecting one
The officers of the Monarch gave a splendid h .!
from the front the other from the side of the bodily strength, but unclouded mental power.-, on
hoard, at Portland, on Friday
main edifice.
The roof is tall and peaked- with all fortitude in his suffering, and pity only for
Miss
Ftnina Jones, a graduate of the \\ ^H.ar.
hifrom
all
the
four sides to a sharp point in
flame of life decreased
weeping friends,
sloping
female
has taken the California stale • due*
the centre. 'Tins is surmounted by a tall and day by day, until it flickered and went out. Peace tional college, over
.Vi competitors, and hc» ■*, ma h
diploma
a professor in tie
pointed steeple. The old high-backed square to his ashe-.
Lniversity of tie Picifn
boxes which contained the pews have been reThe funeral took place on Tuesday, from the
Boston contemplates the blessing of .» gw,»*t
moved within the year, and more, modern Methodist (’hureh, the services
being conducted by Co-operative Kitchen Company, which stall cook
seats put in their stead.
Hut the high pulpit, Rev. Dr.
Palfrey, assisted by Rev. Mr. Day and and bring dinners piping hot to the diMw.sot'
which is reached by a flight of steps, the Rev. Mr. Adams. A
people
very large number was in at- < iood bye. Bridget!
the
wide
board,
sounding
spacious gallery, tendance.

j

>

not

■

It has reached

back with their bones racked by malarious gan that sheet is, that nevi r will lie satisfied
fever. It has urged thousands to the distant in any event.
shores of California, to sink in the whirlpools
In slating the financial condition of the
of vice, or live in penury, rags and dirt. road, the editor probably estimates the other
The facts are, that when all the advantages subscriptions from the stale of his own. If
of Maine are taken into account—its varied all had pursued the course that he has, bis
products, its access to the sea, its healthful figuring would ho nearer correct. After i-

climate, abundant means of living, and even couraging ethers to subscribe liberally by
of wealth, no State in the Union is its superi- putting his own name down informally lbr

or.
Those of her sons and daughters who $1000, he backed out, and reduced the
It don't believe it while here, will realize the amount to $500. When the stock was about
was then known only to the select
ring of fact when they have left it. We hope some to be advertised, and his name wasactually in
knaves at Augusta who controlled the credits, day to have a delivery of this lecture in Bel- type among '.lie delinquents, lie begged the
fast.
how the draft was to be averted.
Treasurer to vitlidraw it, pledging his honor
We beg leave to differ from the sentiment
to pay by the first of January—which that
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
of the Journal that to do justice in these
officer did. lilt lias failed as yet to receive
In loss than throe weeks the annual election
That is the man
transactions will require “more than human
one cent, of lis money.
wisdom and knowledge." We object to this takes place in the old Granite State. For who finds faut with the Railroad manageand years it stood as firm at: adamant
ment, atul erie; down the credit of the cortaking an appeal to the day of judgment. years
in the Democratic ranks, and even of late the
That event will bring with it enough for the
poration !
radicals to answer to. We want to see these radicals have been able to carry it only by the
A statement lAe the one wo copy from the
most meagre majority. It has always seemed
men made to answer now and here, without
Age, that our rrilroad enterprise is likely to
on the verge of
the evidence of the recording angel.
coming back to its first love. fail, set afloat at i time when the city is sellBut now, more than ever before, does the
If the suggestions of the State
about to
foreits
aid the

were

to sell mm, and to fill

an

learned, skill-

j

morals, shrink from the uncovering of evil false notion has sent thousands of young men this point liy the energy and pluck of the
to the West, to learn that hard work and men who are io\v reviled bv the
because it was bio gross and widespread ?
Age. There
Should not rather the argument be—If hard fare are to be found there, and to come are a few disappointed sore heads, whose orthere is so much public corruption, let us
cleanse it—if there be knavery, lot us punish

a

■

We have heard advanced a great many editor of the Portland Transcript, has prepared
for failing to do undesirable duties. a lecture entitled “The Land We Live In,”
Men are prone to invent excuses, and long which he is now prepared to deliver before small fraction of two thirds. The Directors
practice makes them ingenious at the busi- lyeeums and other institutions. It is design- are procuring money as fast as it is wanted,
ness.
But when before, in all (he annals ol ed to combat an idea which has become al- and have now enough cash at command to
the circumlocution office, did the powers that together too prevalent, that the State of Maine pay the monthly assessments until the first
be decline to investigate alleged corruption is an undesirable one to live in, and that the cargo of irot arrives, and to pay for that as
because there was too much of it
When did means of living and enjoyment are to be had soon as delivered. No enterprise, of the kind

professed
men.

j

"resem-

bonds,
corporation
and everything else, in fact, remain the saun•■ieigymati. preaching against marriage in
a is( onsiit, b
be. n found to base nine
put its own inti the market, is likely to do as before. The many large, and roughly
wives seat
leted about OV. I the country. He
The radicals are in a bitter quarrel among
Belfast
of
have a report from the Joint Select Commitspeaks I,mu cv
THE STEVENS ROBBERY.
Da the people
up- hewn timbers that appear are wonderful to
great harm.
joTieiiee.
themselves. Two new parties have sprung
tee, which will read something like this—
hold this sheet it stabbing their favorite en- eyes of this generation. One would say that
To the Kw rou in- the JoI'isnai. :
(in my
V religious paper published m
l/iiic.ister IVnntheir was timber enough in this ancient
Your Committee, having attended to the duty as- into existence, made up, as in all such cases,
return from Xew York, 1 liml in the progressive
in this scandalous manner.' Isn’t
-> I1 auia i- called “The Hell Stave
terprise,
j
(
hureh
to
construct
two
or
leave
to
three
modern
edisigned it, beg
Report—
in by far the largest proportion, of the domia
of
this
account
of
the
rohbcu
without
garbled
-ity.
Ygc
! h. y haw* lively women
That,having investigated as far as we dared to (and
repudiation and bad faith enough,
flees.
up in New Hampshire
There are four tickets in the
that wasn't very far) we came to the conclusion that nant party.
hy which my property was taken from nn o tie and they do
to them such an exhibition ot malice ?
we took a
thence,
tlnisly
doing
adding
hasty
survey
of;
never
do
to
it will
uncover the transactions alluded
field, entirely distinct—viz : the Democratic,
V young married woman of
the large Tassel f actory, and new Savings i Astor House Among tin other misstatements,
Kochester while
to. The men who managed the .State House at that
occurs the following—
near by, and then proceeded to visit I
turning somersaults the other day, drove a needle
Hank,
time appear to have been engaged in the studv of the Radical, the Temperance, and the Labor
a young owl in his
found
It.
T.
.into
that,
lnr
Buckinar
sioii
he
and
heel,
a
8imonton,Esip,
says
drank with
after,
the conjugation of the verb to steal, thus—“I steal, Reform.
physician had to be d led l
several other churches, not neglecting the
The new parties are showing much barn on Thursday morning. [Camden Herald.
Stevens, at hi' invitation, and that Hie liquor w as I extract it.
vou steal, he steals—we steal, you steal, they steal.”
second I nitariaii, which is a branch from the j
ami that he immediately became senseless,
drugged,
We fear this etent presages disaster to the
The farther we went, the worse it smelt.
As strength, and are full of enthusiasm and
°tie of the dancing girls in New ^ ork makeThe building of this church origi-1 an I
Old Ship.
remained for some lours’; that upon coming i
prudent men, we counter-marched and came hack. pluck. It is
generally predicted that the radical party, o' which the above named iiated iii a quarrel, and for twenty years flu* 1 to himself, lie found that lie had been entirely s HMM Ml a year by her dan. ing ah me. | K\ change
All of which is respectfully submitted.
How much does -he make when dalle.
of radicalism is to lie broken at the gentleman is tin head and front in Knox feud raged fiercely— so much so that the min- j cleaned out of bonds and money.
not
That would be the result of the experience back
This U simply an outrageous falsehood. The alone‘r
Like a
been
con- isters were not allowed to associate.
have
March
If
election.
These
lirds
God
be
always
so,
county.
praised.
of “human wisdom and knowledge,” as exits foundation was a Editor ol tin* Age has no authority for
\u F.nglish eiillmsi i-t is soliciting funds for an
stating
sidered of ill omen. Job in his affliction speaks great many quarrels,
women. The I niversalisl ( Imreh, over which ! what "Bnekinoiv says."
I never stated any such exploration of Mount Ararat, with
view of u
emplified in the Legislature.

Paper

shadow

Legislature action, we

shall

some

day prospect brighten.

ing

is

—

1

Respectfully,

sel is

rendering genuine

and valuable assist-

On motion of Mr. Farwell,
ance to vessels on the coast in this severe
Ordered, That the committee on Federal RelaThe harks S. B. Hale and (Jeorge
tions lit directed to inquire into the expediency of weather.
reporting resolves instructing our Seuators and S. Hunt, with valuable cargoes, were towed
requesting our Representatives in Congress to favor a reduction of the tariff on bituminous coal by her to Portland, in an almost disabled
House.

•

pleased

reasons

Monday, Feb. 14.
In absence of the President, Hon.
Senate.
Thomas I’. Cleaves was chosen President pro tern.
The following communication was received from
tlie Secretary of State.
To the President of the Senate—In response to
the order of the Legislature requesting the Secretary of State to furnish the Legislature with the
Some time ago we represented the steamer
report of the Investigating committee of ISOo on
naval credits and other matters with accompanyof the revenue service, in a
Mahoning,
I
have the honor to inform you
ing documents,
that only reports accompanying bills and resolves “pictur,” as capturing fishermen for trifling
which become law, arc deposited in this office, infractions of the revenue
laws, or none al
therefore tlie said reports and documents were not
all. We are now happy to say that this vesreceived in this department.
Franklin M. Drew.

are

and varied culture:

[daily

anything

to

thorough

j

more

piteous. They don't dare tirely constitutional—construing it principalinvestigate—they don't dare to let it alone. ly as an incident to the “war power.”
“Between the devil and the deep sea." which

the party,

powers: of

gotic and public spirited citizen;

by
where the pale sleepers rest unmindful
the intruding presence that comes so near

re-

Ingenious c\plumitlo,,. uutunL until a,.- inuii-i nail ih‘i‘11 ordered.
But it is unhappily not likely to appear until How miserably contemptible, then, such
our Republican government has been
wholly falsehoods as tin above extract contains.
The slur about borrowed titled is simply
the matter. The demand from (be people for subverted.
The opinion was concurred in by Justices another falselmod. Titles don’t amount to
justice is so loud and persistent that it cannot
be ignored. The entreaties from party leaders Nelson, Clifford and Field. Justice Miller much in this eiunlry, hut there are none of
the town of Goulds- and those who have been enriched by ibe pa- delivered a minority opinion, concurred in those spoken if, to which the gentlemen
per credits stealings, to be spared and to save by Swaine and Davis, holding the law en- bearing them ire not entitled by courtesy

\o 7. ami annex the same to
boro’. Read and assigned.
Mr. Farwell introduced the following;
M-dereil. That the Committee on tlie
Judiciary
be instructed to inquire into the
expediency of so'
amending tin- Constitution of the State of Maine
that sheriffs shall be appointed iby the Governor
with the ad\ ice of the Council, which was passed.
On motion of Mr. Hume, the order
directing the
tie- appointment of a joint special committee to inthe
matter
referred to in the communicavestigate
tion from the Adjutant General of the 20th
inst.,
was taken from the table, the
question being on the
passage of the order.
Mr. Hume moved to amend the order so as to
make it an additional duty of the committee to take
into consideration so much of the report of the
uiimlssioners on the Equalization of the Municipal War Debts, as relates to “Navy commission
men'" paper credits and other matters.
Mr. Hume said be had intended to discuss this
matter when again brought before the House.
But other things having occupied the attention of
the House so long, until now we have reached
what ought tvi le the middle of the session, and as
be was anxious that this should be attended to at
mice, he submitted the order and amendment without further remark.
Mr. Fill-well thought this investigation should he
m
open one. There had been various kinds of investigations before pertaining to the same subject
but bad been outside the public eye. He asked the
gentleman if lie would add an amendment to liis
amendment so that this investigation shall he
open
anil public.

DEATH OF DR. SIMONTON.
GENERALITIES.
public of tliis vicinity, and especially Hi
W'ln n Jacob got rich watering hi> uncle LabunV
readers of the Journal, will learn with beanIcl 1
stock, he set an example that Vamlerhilt, Gould
that
Dr.
Simonton
is
no
more.
l>n
w and Gompany have
regret,
He died a f
diligently followed.
lii> residence in Searsport, on Friday morning. >i
The Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad want* a new
As a man of uncommon m<nta
consumption.
; loan of .fi>nO,oO»t from the city of Bangor, ft ha
TIu*

ges which the schools of the town afforded, and at
\ population ligurer at
Washington thinks the
terwards fitted for college it the Readficld Semii people of the United
States will iuimIhw over
of nary. no did
not, however, enter upon a collegiate
to course, but accepted an advantageous offer toentci seventy-five millions twenty years hence.
An ‘.mturtunate
them—until just wtiei tlie veil Hush oi the sun the office of Dr. J. H. Estabrook, as medical stucouple a in Poughkeepsie were
uur railroad managers seem to adopt tlie princimarried on Ghristmas
by blundering clergyman,
dent.
After
the
usual
course
of three w ho dated the certificate
pursuing
one week later
ple ol'putting on the ornaments before erecting the lies low, we come to our abiding place.
by mistake,
>o
he took his degree at Bowdoiu <’oi
that though tin y were married on < Im-tiiiastructure. A very handsome slab has been linishyears
study,
I
as
saw
it
one
summer's
llingliam,
day,
‘•it
did
not
ed by Messrs. Clark & Ft maid, marble workers in its
go into effect till New Y- ai V"
in 1S35, at the head of his class. Ten monthdress
of
and
of
lege
gala
green
garlands
and grave stone makers, in this city, in which is
One of the most active members of tlie low «
was lovely beyond expression.
Hing- subsequently lie began practice In Searsport, when
cut the names of the contractors and the present roses,
Leg
of
in
case
in
its
the
robe
of
and,
liam
snow
and ice lie has ever since resided. lie twice represented islature i* Mr. Haycock.
directors with high sounding
spotless
several, borrowed titles. Wo understand it is to decorated trees—sparkling like diamonds in the town in the
Legislature, and had opportunities
Corbin swears to Father Grant that he will
be placed on the road at some conspicuous point in the
morning sunbeams, was scarcely less for political advancement, which he declined, pre- cute Fisk for libel. He know s better than prose
to ,1.
Brooks. To say nothing of the taste or propriety
with a beauty more cold, more
that—and it liedosend. Grant does.
of the tiling, we think it is premature at this stage so, though
ferring his profession, and the quiet pleasure' of
Of the many objects home.
of the enterprise, when die money for two-thirds chilling, if more pure.
Mr*. Jane p. Thurston, nonoinaniae, let"
at a.
die cost is yet to be procured. The monument of interest in this ancient town t had only
Hr was twice married. His eldest daughter, is dispatch io President Grant, notifying him that deltas bought the state of Maine.
The grave
may, it is possible, yet have a different significance time to visit the most important.
the wife of ( apt. Blanchard, now in Australia,
from what is anticipated. [Prog. Age.
of her who had been my friend, the fair,
g »\. < ’hambcrlain has
gone to Washington to aIlis son Edward is a Captain in the Dinted StateA meaner, more contemptible and more young bride,—the devoted daughter—the
"i"t in pressing flic war claims of Maim*.
He
has
two
other
children,
Army.
yonm:
daughidolized wife—gore swift and early to her
A lit!
outrageous paragraph Ilian the above was death, drew
hiuiiyear old in Richmond, very font! of
me first to the village cemetery. ters, at home.
a certain di*h, when asked
It exceeds in falsification
b\ hi
mother it be
never put in type.
I'ulike many professional men. Dr. Simonton
A long, smooth road winds gracefully from
wouldn’t like to.be an angel with wings, and fl>
and lying insinuation the Age's usual ambi- the main entrance of this home of the dead, did not consider his education complete when lie
tboin !h-a\i'll like his little dead brother,
replied
No. Mu; I’d a heap rather be a
tion in that direction. “Our railroad manag- to the brow of a hill, from whence yon gaze | had received his diploma. Ilis daily life and ex- atb r a pan-t
\
< hieken !'*
hawk,
and
ii
on
oil'
to
the
banks
of
the
South
Shore
|
were
still
his
educators. And he was as
receding
pcricnec
ers” did not originate the plan of the slab al—the distant tow i of Hull, and the restless
A
in recording as iu observing. He made
je\y«d**r in Gland Rapids, Mi*di., rereiv ed H tew
ludedlo, they will not pay for it, or be asked waters of Massachusetts l!ay. Just here, [untiring
Tty- -im,heavy gold ring from the Cat hoi ie
note of all new and
ciyaous ft-is, uu thodiThe
has
with the injunction ;
it.
‘1 hi* be
tor
to pay
corporation
nothing within sound of the sobbing and soughing cally arranged with an index for reference lb prie*t in that city,
take it and don’t ask no .|Ue*tion*.’
iongstoy.»u;
to do with it- Messrs. Willson & Tennant, of the sea, and within sight of tlie old ances- was (‘specially fond of investigation and
>onie di’l ha* got a lighter « onseience.
\p ntral home of his wife, where the first happy
ment in geology and chemist rv. and was a >uc
having built an excellent road, of which they years of his we hied life were
rile ma qtieraile ball at Skowbegan \\ a* a v* f)
lies
passed,
ful lecturer in the latter science. N>> 111:111 In 1 a
are justly proud, especially of the splendid all that Is left ot
brilliant affair.
Massachusetts honored stateskeener relish for the beauties of nature, or ob»>
stone work, desire to connect their names man, tlie lamented <Governor Andrew.
His
A We*tornei, Npeakitig of tin* performance of jo-,
ed more closely its phenomena. He loved 1 he >- village eboir,
remain
were
here
in
the
Mr.
lias
*ays that -*it is Iik*• drift wood in »
with it permanently.
Willson, who
brought
early winter,
of his trees, shrubbery and flowers, and made stream ; it crags on lie bar*, but it don’t amount to
and are as yet unmarked by stone or monubuilt many public works, lias always thus
a dam.”
ment.
Hut loving hands have stiown above even the dumb creatures about him his trusting comV project i-> afoot to unite Bangor. \ ea/ic and
placed his name upon them. Builders of the grave and lot in which he lies Imried, panions and friends. He was constant in urging
engines, locomotives, cars, and ail kinds of fresh green boughs. Through these the snow upon the owners of domestic animals the police <»i Brewer in one corporation.

white-washing, wishy-washy, do-nothing
port.

gress has been “assuming” powers not del- machinery do flic same thing, ii their work
egated to that body. These assumptions in is good—if not, they omit their names. The
time of war are condoned by the explanation tablet alluded to contains the names of the
of “patriotic motives.”
Contractors, Chief Engineer, Master WorkThe yet more flagrant and fatal assump- man, and the Directors. The Contractors
tions which Congress continues to make, now
pay for it out of their own pockets. None
when war no longer exists, will require of the Directors knew
about the
some

THE TAX PAYER’S NOSE BROUUHT TO THE GRINDSTONE AT AUGUSTA
NO HELP FOR IT EXCEPT IN A CHANGE OF ADMINISTRATION:

from one dollar and twenty-five cents to fitly cents
condition from long battling with the wintry
per ton.
The Mahoning is aline vessel, and
Mr. Whidden reported hill an act to authorize storms.
the city of Rockland to aid in the construction of
is said to have the heart of a
Webster
Capt.
tlie Lime Rock Railroad. Printed under rule.
We doubt not that his raids on
Mr. Mildram presented the following and asked true sailor.
that it lie laid on the table and printed:
fishermen, under orders, are ns distasteful to
Whereas it has been recently decided by the
highest judicial tribunal of the Ignited States, that him as they possibly can be.

■

s,i

of owls."

In

companion
Philadelphia Age, very properly quesof the desolation of
tions the right of Mr. Senator-elect, Brevet Byron’s tlirillingpieture
the
Rome,
jays—
poet
Brigadier Gen. Ames, who carried the Misfron out the Cesar’s palace came
sissippi election at the point of the bayonet,
The owl’s long i-iy.”
and got himself elected U. S. Senator, on tli#
If there is anytiing in signs and prophecies,
ground that lie is not a citizen of Mississippi. desolation is coining upon the house ol radi
The

It. says:
“Now it is very plain that Lieutenant-Colonel
Ames (Brevet General), of the State of Maine did
not go to Mississippi to establish his domicile. He
went there oil duty as ail officer. If halms since
made that State bis residence lie should affirmatively show it. His mere presence in the State will
not establish it. He came there iu the character
that is. prima facie, just the opposite of a voluntary resident; a soldier moving ubout under orders.
This question has a wide importance. It involves the
power of the Executive to send a thousand or ten
I lion sand soldiers into any state or territory, to determine the elections, by their ballots, instead of
their bayonet-. This ought not to be possible."

iof himself

as

“tie

Mrs. llannaford

I pretty edifice.
looking lady is

presides,

i-

an

especially

This smart, able, and good
to remove to New Haven next
month, where she has received a call with a
salary of #'2."i00 per annum. The early morning train took us li.-iek to the city, whilst the
lights still gleamed from the windows by the
wayside, and the stars twinkled overhead. It
calism, and our Camden friend should seek was pleasant to watch these fast disappear before the approach of day, and to note what
safety while he cm.
queer shapes the passing objects took when
seen through the clouds of smoke which drift“Were we toriali> no ska going ships, ed back from the
engine. H\ and by the dav
CARRYING
FOREIGN
Till
NOR ENGAGE
IN
dawned
fully
THE
DIFFKRPERCEIVE
TRADE, WE SIR) LO
"And le, tlr- sini is eomins. lied
rn-t.
kncr hi t utti.e”
[Progressive Age.
Between the latticed blind his presence hums.
A ruby ladder running lip I lie wall."
The above is tie encouragement given to
Vud here were are sate back in dear old Bosour great local iiduslry, by a paper published in this city. How do you like it. ship ton again, quite glad to be at home once more
Pkri ii
It
and ailor
builders.
—

ship-ovniT--

thing

to him. or had
any conversation
conductor of ttie Age
concerning this or

w

covering relies ol the ark.

ith the

A chap mi l.oekport advertises for an
equal
partie r in the milk business." People don't know
whelhei he wants a pump ora wife.

any other
not "remain senseless some

did
hours."—! did not "become senseless,”—I did not
drink any drugged liquor, or
any liquor at all—
and Stevens did not invite me to drink. As a mat("f of fact. | have been out of
health, and have
drank neither wine nor liquor for mouths
past. I
don't know whether the Editor of the
Age had any
transaction.

I

drugged liquor, but in publishing such stuff as this
he acts as though lie bad taken leave of bis
senses,
if lie ever had any.
And in representing me as
stating such stuff as the above for facts, lie commits

way In g

».

s

on

a

tear

make-

things

get out ot the

wav.

Prin-i \rtbur has gone buck to Canada, ami the
fuss about the “light rooster" is over.
It iremarkable fact that American silver, in
half dollars, quarter and dimes, has heroine a drug
l in the Canadian market, and that they propose hv
law to r< duet* it in v able twenty per cent.

|

libel that 1 shall hold him
Laura M. Nutt and 71 other women o! Pembroke
respongood opinion of my fellow have petitioned the Legislature for the right to vote
citizens too highly to have mv reputation thus ! Let 'em have leave to get a man to vote for them
recklessly assailed. 11 w ill hear from me in due ; it Will do just as well.
time.
it. \\\ Beckmure.
Henry -C Bi hard-, tile cutter of Bangor, drop
Helfa-t, Kelt. I 1' To.
I* id tl hi boardur- Imu e I-1 idav afternoon.
an

outrage and

When they want to see a little fun in Alut*uut«.
they pour.a pint of whisky down a mule, and the

sible for.

a

1 value the

■

I'm: Ick BrsiXKss. Messrs. Oarleton & t'o. inthat they are eutting and hauling about 4bl)
,n- of ice per day from Lily l’ond. in good weather,
! i,V) ions from HosinerV Pond. The latter arts of greater thickness, and consequently of
ipcrior quality. We learn that Messrs. Talbot,
i.u-l A Co. are taking icc from (tvster Ki»er Pond,
well as from the Lily. [Camden Herald.
mii ns

\

young
k by

■

a

lady

in Saco was

terribly

bitten last

tierce dog. and the animal hasn't been

killed.
I lic irreverent wags call the Augusta ball to the
iid officer- “the fourth'Peabody funeral."

WASHINGTON MATTERS.
Washington, Feb. 12.

Ou Saturday, Sheriff Grose brought a dcsperadg
from Knox County to our jail,one Jerome Packard,
of Camden. In September last, be committed an

unprovoked assult

on

a man

from the effect of
which he has not yet recovered. Recently lie assaulted in Cushing a man named Kellerhan, whom
he never saw before, cutting his face severely with

ing

and

kicking

him

severely,

brass knuckles. He has had a place of resort at a
lonely house in Cushing, where he could keep a
look out for all comers, has gone constantly
armed and lived the life of an outlaw. Many at-

Wharfage and Storage,

Treasury statement showing the receipts
expenditures by warrants for the
quarter ending Dee. 31. 1860, was received
to-day, The following exhibit is made:
The

Receipts

from Revenues,
From miscellaneous sources.
and
Loans
Treasury notes,

Repayments,

$79,303,568.51

Walerbury youth, repentant
dissipa.
signed the following pledge lately. "1 sol.

concert on

Friday evening,

the

receipts being

■

-■

Raymond,

K\« tor, N. II.,

In

by

a

a

cut completely in
circular saw.

man was

hying fragment

of

a

ink Richardson was killed in the ico-hou.-e at
••n‘- Ledge Pittston. on Tuesday, by tin- falling
the block u-cd in hoisting the sawdust to tit top
the building. The deceased was is year- "Id.

v

he K. .limbec Journal learns that there are two
..i:nani- -i th -cat in the House made vacant by
-igtiation of Mr. Paige of the class of South
! lioma-ton.Vinalhaven and North Haven. An elee.ha- been held to till the scat,?ami James Roberts
'n ! K.hvard R. Draffiim claim the seal; the former
Republican, the latter a Democrat.
i

I he

earthquake region

in < alifornia eontiimc- to

aakt gently.
lie Plait

sain

I

are

going

to

let women vote!

fin Boston Traveller predict.- that (iotliam will
oovded with Down Past ice next Summer.
Iiomiu r Lookout, of (’hcrryfield, from Norfolk
H tasad.n s. lumber laden, sprung a leak in the
Jr «»f the 7th iiist. and was capsized.
Sin* was
inuianded by ( aptain John Shaw, of (iouldsboro.
in
aplain and crew -taid by her two days ami
acit t.'*«k to tin tr boat, being fortunately picked up
n tin- night • f the -nine day. having been three
iavs without food.
n

Mi
ith

Mw-rs Ilewcv of Buck-port, has a -lieep
-lx legs, four on one side.
She doe- not use
-he extra legs in walking, but touches them to the
'•‘ind occasionally, so -ay- the Fll-worih Anievian.

being asked for an autograph the other
»v
at since complied hv penning:
The name is but the shadow, which we find
Too often larger than the man behind !
John. c. w nirnr.ii.
L isn't always the case. Some of Die
delegates
i" the Fat Men’s Convention east
big shadows and
ecre likewi-- pretty
large behind.
hitiier

U

\

The trial »t Liwreree for the murder of Mr-.
wood began at Bangor on Momlav

t

The

Bidtlcibrd .Journal

cmP mil tlie

•jiersonal
i

H 1.

I 'tc

1 -S.

A

(

following,

Bcii.-o|),
good appi .ii*•0''
bilge eye-, glib iii conversation, representing
fJm-elf a- having been a Colonel in Die war, and
ov a- a Publisher and member ofthe firm of John>n a ( <>., or ativ other linn.is a rasca I and a swiudc*i
b> which mean- he gets hi- living. A- he is
raveling, with the Pre-s both east and west, pass
ini round. City Marshal Hill will be thankful to
mam ot his whereabout-.
i'lie

>

of

of the Post Office at McLain’s Mills has
changed to Appleton, and the former Appleoffice to Wot Appleton.
name

mi
ii

b

W. Harper, of the firm of Harper A Brother-,
New York, died Monday morning.

understand that several prominent and
aithy citizens of Wahioboro’ contemplate petiuoning the present legislature for a charter to build
MV

■v<

-ubsiantial woolen factory in that

•

•

llourishing

and

the 20tli, at the Mew England House, with a
splendid assortment of dresses for the masquerade
hall, for Doth ladies and gentlemen. Mrs. Raymond

mi

will'wait

upon the ladies.

13tf

harbor,

in the
W

And

take

no

other.

Sec that the

FOLLOWING STATEMENT is

11. SIMPSOl.

ASK FOR DR. CLARKE’S SHERBY WINK

BITTERS,

portrait of Dr. Clarke
No other is genuine.
not intoxicate, tfep

made in purof the statute of said State by the NIAGSOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT! THE
ARA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY of New

The Universalist Society of Belfast, will hold a Levee
next week, on Wednesday and Thursday evenings, Feb. 23 and 24, at

Is beyond a question the very
the day
for all COUGHS, COLDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS !
in
Also for Whooping Cough and Croup
Children it is
the most effective medicine ever used.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.

!». F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents lor New

Company

OF PIANO

GRAND

Amount of
above

Masquerade Sail,

given

Special

beginners.

Those W ho Have Been

ttl4

Beceivesl

by the incompetent empirics who have essayed to enlighten the world upon the delicate matters relating to
the generative organs, should by all means read the new ;
medical work of Dr. A. II. Hayes, of Boston, entitled
•‘THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION," published by the Peabody Medical Society.
Those who are suffering from the errors of youth,—
those whose vitality has been unpaired by exposures, or 1
intense application to business, should not tail to pro I
cure a copy.
The Institute also published, by the sume 1
au thor, an invaluable work tor ladies, entitled
SEXUAL
PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMEN, AND HER DISEAS ES.
Read the advertisement ol the Peabody Med
ical In stitutc in another column.
sp4w32

auspices

Under the

and

28,

50,785.00
72,079.70

income,

are

In
In
In

U. S. bonds or securities,
State, County and Municipal securities,

1870.

In Real estate
In Money,
In other assets,

170,150.00

222,100.00
32,913.81
18,458,94
152,809219

viz.,

$1,386,758.58

HENRY KIP, Secretary.

COMMITTEE OF AltRANGKMENTS.
L. D. Woodward,
Chas. H. Mitchell.
S. b. Herskv.
Wm. F. Washburn,
Wm. J. Colburn,
Wm. F. Bean,
a. C. Burgess,
C. O. Poor,
Wm. M. Hall.

WM. H.

Stale of New York. County of New York, 1870.
Personally appeared Henry Kip, Secretary of said
Niagara Flic Insurance Company, and made oath to the
truth of the forgoing statement,
by him subscribed, according to his best knowledge and belief.
Before me, THO. SADLER,
Commissioner for Maine.
It Wail St., New York,

of Boston.

expected
proclamation

WHIDDEN, Prompter.

At

of Waldo,
A. D. 1870.

Saturday, announcing

w.«,

progressive town. A- the estate and privilege lias,
until quit" recently, been owned by the heirs of a
former citizen, vvho refused to sell, this is the first
confiscating,”
opportunity offered to improve the best unoccupied keen appetites of Mine Host and his particular “Science of Like" and “Physiology of Woman"
• ‘■lends.
The trout weighs 20 pounds, is :! feet long are said to be the best publications of the kind in
water powers in the State.
[Kennebec Journal.
and K inches wide, and girths 1 foot 0 inches. No the world, and have given the author imperishable
The thieving Hartford Post Office clerk has been wonder the Colonel calls in his friends and
neigh- renown. The profits of these books have already
amounted to more than $100,<X)0, and this, we susaught in Iowa. The woodbine didn't twine stif- bors to help eat that shiner. [Kennebec Journal.
pect, is the reason why the New York publishers
riie Colonel is celebrated for
ti< ently to hide him.
feeding his have secured Dr. Hayes’ service* for the next year.
.v
anil
for
servant girl in Trov, in the habit of
well,
them
com
aguests
fort
making
pilfering
Many Suffer rather than take nauseous mediuur employer’s
liquor, drank bug poison by mis- able in every particular.
cines ; and this is not to be wondered at, as the
take, the other day, and, ashamed to confess tier
remedy is often worse than the disease. Sufferers
mistake, met the fate of the hugs.
Hovel, the new Senator from Mississippi, from coughs, colds, influenza, sore throat, or tenLawrence, the Bangor murderer, was a member
to
will find in Dr. Wistar's
dency
isn’t ti]i to negro standard, after till He’s a Balsam ofConsumption,
■I < ol.
Wild Cherry a remedy as agreeable to
Godfrey’s regiment, and fought in Louisisort of polyglot fellow, with a mixture of the palate as effectual in removing disease.
ana. Cleveland, the
Orrington murderer, was also
a soldier.
Perseverance in the right direction makes Hie
War familiarizes men with blood, ami white, negro and Indian blood, in whom the
bolds human life cheap.
latter predominates. Alas ! for Sumner and! man. So does Warren’s Cough Balsam conquer all
diseases of the throat and lungs.
of Maim- is valued at very nearly his hopes!
^.^Jd’plng
We noticed in one of our exchanges this week Hie
t'U.UikkiKX;
«t which Sagadahoc countv owns over a
statement of Dea. John Hodgkins, of South Jefferquarter, w hich is almost twice as milch asCumbcrTHE BROOKLYN MURDER.
son. Me., whose sou was cured of incipient conI.uid owns.
Knox, with nearly 82,000.ooo. comes
New York, 14th,
next to Sagadahock.
sumption by the use of Johnson's Anodyne Lini[Bath Times.
ment. We refer to this at this time as tending to
It is now stated that D. L.
John A. Munroe was hanged at St. John, on TuesVoorhees, who corroborate the statement we made last week hi reUv, for the murder of Catharine Vail, his mistress, was killed Sunday night in Brooklyn, was a lation to this Liniment as
applied to consumption.
and their child, last September. Ife left a written perfect stranger to Chambers, who murdered
If
had
as much scientific, skill
Cougress
oufe-sion.
employed
him. He was in a distant part of the bar
in the arrangement of its “Reconstruction Policy"
room, when Chambers, who is
at
the
as
the
War
close,
represented
Department did in the beas a drunken
LOCAL ITEMS, & c.
bully, proclaimed himself a ginning of the war, in arranging for the manufacof what was called Sheridan’s Cavalrv Conditure
Fenian and fired his revolver
point blank at tion Powders for the use of the
Last week several cases
horses, no
affecting citizens of Bel- llte group in which Voorhees was standing. doubt the Union would have Cavalry
been restored long
last were
The
crowd
at
one
time threatened to rescue ago.
disposed of in the United States Court at
[Exchange.
Chambers from llte police and
Portland. They were as follows—
hang him to a
but he was hurried to the station
First. Sell. S. S.
lamp-post,
with
Lewis, charged
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
being en- house. Mr.
Voorhees was an old citizen of
gaged in transferring smuggled iron from an EngMonday, Feb. 14.
was once a
iish vessel in the harbor to the wharf in
Brooklyn,
He
BUTTER—Wo
had
city Judge.
quote good Vermont and New York
1SGL Mr.
his life insured for $50,000.
dairies at 34a37c per lb with an occasional sale of
Lewis, owner of the vessel, testified dial the use ol
something line at a slight advance on our outside quotaHe schooner for the
tions; common dairies at 28a31c; Canada at 28a32c;
purpose w as unauthorized and
THE WIDOW S VICTIMS.
Western at 28a30 for good, and 23a‘-'4c for inferior;
without his knowledge. The ease was abandoned
'There appears, on a certain
in each bakers’ I8a20c per lb.
day,
by the government.
EGGS—The market
dull, and the sales are
<;l tllt! daily papers, an advertisement setting mainly In single boxes atcontinues
29a30c per
but it would
Second. Sell. Fleetwood,
charged With bringing forth that “a young widow ladv of refine” be difficult to sell any large lots even dozen,
at the lower tigure.
a cargo of salt, in
BEANS—The market Is dull, and there is very Tittle
lstff, from Halifax to Belfast, un- menf, education, beifuty and wealth, intends
demand except lor small lots. We quote choice Westder a tubing license, which docs not
authorize trade to make a tour of the continent, and wishes ern pea at $2 50a2 75 per bush; common do $1 ?5a2
25;
w ith
to
choice
foreign ports, and for which confiscation of
hand-picked mediums at $1 75al 87 per bush.
engage, as a companion and protector, a
Canada Peas common and screened 00a$l
Hie vessel was claimed. The fact
15; choice
was admitted. young gentleman of cultivation and refine- cooking $1 50 per bush.
Mr. Lewis, agent of the
POULTRY—There is a steady demand lor Turkeys
vessel, testified that the ment, who will receive a liberal salary and and
Chickens at prices within range of quotations. We
have all his
‘Captain had no authority to buy salt, and
proceeded crowd of the expenses paid.” That brings a quote Turkeys at 22a25c per lb; inferior 18a20c; choice
his own
prettiest young men in town to Chickens 20a22c; inferior do 15al7c; Geese 15a20c per lb:
responsibility—that on the arrival of the the
office of the
M CSsci he
(Lewis) reported the fact at the Custom
“Employment Bureau” man Grouse per pair$l I2al25; Venison Saloc; saddles l ’a
who acts as her agent. Each takes him aside 10c per lb.
Mouse, w as permitted to enter the
FRESH MEATS—There is a fair demand for
salt, and paid and
Beef,
says, quite confidentially, “My dear fel- and prices are well sustained. Country Mutton sells
duty on it. .1 udge Fox, in his remarks to the Jury,
if you can get this
fairly, and prices of this description range from 3a?c;
low,
for
me
1 xonerated
engagement
the agent of the vessel, remarked that
We quote Eastern Beef at 7al2c per lb by the
Chi1 will give
you”—(twenty-five or fifty dol- cago do at 8al2c. Country Mutton at 3a7c;side;
Hie transaction at the Custom House was
Lambs
irregular, lars, as the ease might be). Then the
choice 8a 13c per lb.
agent,
and instructed Hie Jury to find a verdict for
APPLES—The market is firm, and there is a good dethe says, “My dear sir, I don’t think I
ought to mand at 4 50 per bbl for prime lots of < ireenings
I ailed States for the value of the
and
salt, less the duty. do n, but still I like your looks, and think the Baldwins.
A verdict of
VEGETABLES—There is steady demand for Potatoes
$375 was returned. Judge Fox ottered lady will—yes, I am sure she will, and 1
at 00c per bush for New York stock, aud 05c for Maine
i'<
sign an application to the Secretary of Hie Treas- have influence with
her; so just take* note Potatoes.
ury for the remission of the amount, which will un- liom me, sec her, and come back.” Each
HAY—The market is steady, with a moderate demand
unat quoted rates. We quote prime Eastern cargo hay at
derstands that “come back.” It
doubtedly tie granted.
means “come
$20a23
per ton, and Vermont and Eastern prime by the
down
after
the engagement is
I'tiird. .Suit against S. S. Lew is for value of a
obtained. carload at $20a24 per ton; Inferior qualities at ir»al7,
Each and a 1 see her in
Swale
argo ol tea, tobacco, &c., received at Belfast Nov.
flay at $15, per ton. New York Hay $10a2 J
turn, in a magnifi- and ton.
New York Straw $24a25 per ton.
per
cent brown-stone mansion, and
1" Wit, from an
they finif her
English schooner, and stored in
very pretty, very smart; and when she seems
defendant’s storehouse. Defendant
proved that the to take a
BBLfAI’f PBIOB8 CURRENT.
fancy to each in his order, and enbUlMIng was at the time leased to <'. C. Edmunds,
CORRECTED WKKKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
gages him as her companion at a splendid
and that he alone ha.1
custody of the goods. Jury salary, cadi pronounces her an
Belfast, Wednesday, February 10, l«70.
b’Ulul verdict for the
exceedingly
defendant without argument.
$7.00 to 11 Round Hog,
12 to 14
b’iour,
charming woman, and himself one of the Jorn
Tile amount sued for in
1.25 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
Meal,
$31 to 33
the three eases was AIK
luckiest men alive. She
1.75
to
0.00
Mutton
them
Meal,
5 to 07
all
Itye
engages
non.
per lb,
1.50 to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
and they all return and pay the
o to 08
iye,
agent his 3oru,
Hon. Iboti Bradbury
1.20
to
0.00
20
to 25
Turkeys, per lb,
managed the eases for de- handsome fee. The next day the office is
57 to 80 Chickens, per lb,
15 to 20
lailey,
lendants. with his usual utility and success.
2.25 to 3.00 Ducks, per lb,
closed, the rent lias been about due, and this leans,
20 to 25
darrowlat Peas,1.50 to 00 Geese,
15 to 20
A" interesting Masonic
Installation of the officers was the grand coup of the agent’s art to close ; )ftts,
50 to 55 Hay per ton,
$15 to Is
in a blaze of professional
ol Corinthian Royal Arch
45 to 47 Lime,
glory, “bilking” Potatoes,
$1.5uto00
Chapter, took place at
121o 14 Washed Wool,
35 to 40
Hayford Hall, on the evening of the *>th. The even the landlord, and the man from whom fried Apples,
75 to 1.00 Unwashed Wool,
booking, do.
25 to 30
he hired his furniture. As for the beautiful
ceremonies were conducted by Past
30
to 33 Pulled Wool,
hitter,
40 to 00
High Priest E
20 to 22 Hides,
widow, the places which knew her 1 Cheese,
h. Boyle. A table,
7 to 00
bountifully spread with \ hunts young
24 to 25 Calf Skins,
15 to 00
know her no more. She only engaged hoard Ogg«,
was provided
22 to 23 Sheep Skius,
by the ladies, of which the brethren’ for a week in the
iard,
75to$i
brown-stone mansion, and 1 leef,
8 to
10 Wood, hard,
$5.uoto7
partook with good relish when called from
labor to left before the week was
1.75 Wood, soft,
$4.00 to 0
up. [Chicago Tri- Lpples, Baldwin, 1.250 to
refreshment. Supper wa- followed by :l dance.
to 00 Dry Pollock,
5 to o
eal,
bune.
8 to

10

Straw,

$8 to io

twelve cords wood, furniture, &c.
Circumstances render the sale of this property imperative, ami the whole will be sold without reservation.
TERMS—$3ou cash down on the farm, time on the
balance to suit the purchaser. Cash lor the personal
property.
It the weather should be
stormy, sale on the following
L. T. CARTER.
Monday.
C. C. Chary, Auctioneer.
N. B.—Purchasers are invited to examine this prop3w32
erty prior to day of sale.

Money
i
;

and Mittens Found.

fTUIESE THINGS was found on the Steamer KatahX din, Saturday morning, Feb. 1‘Jtli. Owner must
prove property and pay the advertising.
C. W. WOODMAN.
lw*
Belfast,

^

K-

COOPEH is still at the old stand of
HALLS & COOPER,

where he will keep
constantly on hand a good assortment ol Lnmlier. Oiueiit, Einie, Mauil ami
Hair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful for past favors lie respectfully solicits a continuance of the same.
M. R. COOPER.
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1870.
tf32

Mortgagee’s

Notice.

UNDERSIGNED,
rpiIE
in the
JL

DAVID S. FLANDERS, of
Monroe,
County of Waldo, Assignee of a
certain mortgage deed, dated October 7, A. D. ISO7,
glved by John Nado, ot Monroe, in said County of Waldo, to Sylvester Chase, ot the same Monroe, of certain
real estate situated in said Monroe, the same where said
grantor now lives, which is described in said mortgage deed, which is recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Yol 139, page 40:’., to which deed and
record reference may be had lor a particular description.
The condition in said mortgage deed Is broken, by reawhereot 1 claim a foreclosure
DAVID S. FLANDERS.
3w3 J
Monroe, Feb. 8, 1x70.

son

Yellow Ash WantedQUANTITY of sticks of Yellow Ash, from 30 to
40 feet long, to be hauled during the winter. Apply
to the editor of tills paper.
Dec. 13, 1809.
istf’23

A

WANTED.
MIEHTJaiiii POULTH1 R118IRI,
We want men to act as our Agents iu
every County.
Good salary or commissions paid, A practical knowledge of the habits and care of fowls is a necessary qualification. Address, with stamp, li. PITMAN & CO.
Lynn, Mass., Sole Proprietors of
Tins American
Kiii; Prodooku,” the best prepuration tor fowls ever
used. If is cheap, and gives a great profit. Send for
circulars.
4w33
TO

NEW

GOODS

CORN, FLOUR, GROCERIES, &c.
Geo. O. Hailey,
has taken the store formerly occupied by F. A. Knowlton, at the toot of Main street, and is opeulng an entire
new stock, which will be sold at prices to suit the times,

GEO. O. BAILEY.
Belfast, Dec. 14,1809.

tf'23

AND

ENTERTAINMENT.

The Universalist Society of Belfast, will hold
Levee and Social Entertainment at

IIAYFORD

a

public

( OY A
3w32

HALL,

At

Entertainment will consist of a Drama, Public
Reading, a general variety of Amusements, Refreshments, &c. A full programme will be published in the
next issue of this paper.
PER ukDER.
Belfast Feb. y. I87u.
The

of the

ASSETS.
Cash on hand and in Bank,
Loans on Bond and Mortgage,

THE WELL KNOWN

AT

quire of
lm3l

80

first

John C.
late ot
in said Countv of Waldo,
presented petition that
H, Duncan, of said
Lincolnville may be appointed administrator on said de
ceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Alice give notice to all persons
Interested by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
CoLrt, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said County,
on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register, Swt:
I.

Accrued Interest
Accrued

CAMDEN.

Interest

Accrued Interest

on

ou

paid),

j

THE MOST FASHIONABLE

U.

S. and State Stock.

Temporary Loans, (since

Real Estate,
Premiums Unpaid, (Sluce paid),
Premiums in hands ot Agents, -once
Total

For sale l>y all the principal Dry Goods Stores in New
A.KVt'(M
B1IOW.T
A CO.. S«l«
Agent., H SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.
,'tmJl

Room to LetRoom in City Block, over Tsaac Allard’s store
rptlE
X and under the Journal office.
Apply

l»1 this paper.

Belfast, Dec.

22.

to the editor

At

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
on the second Tuesday ot February

A. D. 1S70.

TREAT, widow of Jonathan Treat, lut
of Frankfort, in the County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition that her dower mav bo as
signed her in the real estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Deborah give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be

DEBORAH

prayer

petition

ASA
A

truecopy.

granted.

THURLOUGH, Judge

Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

BANKRUPTCY

iwSi

NOTICES.

14,947.14

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

26,656,00

next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County ot
Waldo, will be held at Belfast, February
1870, at
PETER THACHER.
8,728.86 2 o’clock, P. M.
41,500.00
Register fitli District, Maine.
Belfast, Dec. 31, 1809.
t!2i

4,222.90

THE

64,047.53
paid),

a

County of Waldo,

Mortgages,

(since paid),

landlord, Wm. Johnson,
sale, For particulars inLATHLEY RICH,
Commercial St., Boston, Mass.
late
tor

ROOMS

Bonds and

on

(since paid),

Perry,
deceased,

a

published three weeks successively In the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court,to be held at Belfast.within and tor said Coun
ty, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
$22,888.03 the
oi said
should not be

$1,630,590.46

Assets,

District Court of the United ) IvJ
States. District of Maine.
\ 1N *SANh‘RUI 14
In the matter of WILLIAM FRYE, Bankrupt.
IN THE STATE.
Net A sset s
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petitiou has
$ 1,656,130.46
been presented to the Court, this eighth day ol
having wholly refurnished his
New York, January 1st, l»70.
February, A. D. 1870, by William Frye of Camden In
SHAVING AND HAIR DRESSING ROOMS
said District, a Bankrupt, representing that he has set
CARLISLE NORWOOD, President.
tied with all bis creditors, and obtained his discharge
•JOHN < MILLS, Secretary.
corner Main and High streets,(up stairs)over|Dr. Moody’s
from all their claims, and praying that the adjudication
/OPtfAK
MILLS, Vice-President.
Drug Store, would call the attention ol tin* public to the
ot Bankruptcy against him may be vacated, and the pro
COY & FIELD. Ageuts,
changes and improvements he has made.
under the petition to ha\ e him adjudged a bankceeding9
w30
Belfast,
Maiue,
rupt may be superseded and said petition be dismissed
Bay Rumfrce to all.)
and upon reading said petition,
Clean Towel to every customer.
It i-» Ordered that u hearing be had upon the same
MAINE.
Rich and Poor served alike.
on the first
Monday of April, A. D. IsTo, before the
Court in Portland, in said District, at 1" o clock A. M.,
Neatness and Dispatch is our motto.
OF THE CONDITION ot the IN
and that notice thereof b*‘ published In the Rockland
TERN A l ION Al. INSURANCE COMPANY, of Free Press and
Special attention given to Ladies’ and ChilRepublican Journal, newspapers printed
i the City ot New York, on the 31st oi December, 1869.
dren's work.
iu said District, once a week tor three weeks, and that
all creditors and other persons interested,
A lull assortment of lVrAimos, Hair, Mil anil Pom
may appear at
The
name
ot this Company is
liiternatiuual lu< said time and
ades, foreign and American, and all Fancy Uooda oi the
place, and shew cause, it any they have,
»iiruni<e Caiupaur.
It is located In the* City of
trade constantly on hand. Prices to suit the times.
why the prayerof said petition should not be granted.
New
York.
43“Give us a call. Satisfaction warranted. RememWM. P. PREBLE,
ber—S. ARAIPS Fashionable Hair Dressing Rooms,
:*w32
Clerk District Court for said District.
The amount ot its
is
corner Main and
$500,000.00
High streets, (up stairs) over Dr. The amount of its Capital Stock
Capital Stock paid up is
500,000.00
Moody’s Drug Store.
3mos24
District Court of the Uni kd t
ls
A!,KKl pli v*
The Assets of the Company are as follows :
States, District ot Maine.
*
E Iff O V A 1
In the matter of LEWELIN EMERY, co-partner ol
Ca.*di on hand and in thehamlsol
the firm of Emery Sc Newton, bankrupts.
Agents and other persons,
$76,290.01
COX & FIELD
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition haying been
Real Estate unincumbered.
None.
Bonds owned by the Company
presented to the Court, on the second day ol Feb
Have removed their C4EN Bit Ala IISURAIPE
D. 1809, by Lewelin Emery of Frankfort, iu
A.
to wit
ruary,
A.Effect', to rooms over MRS. A. D. CHASE’S
said District, a bankrupt, praying that he might be deStore, corner Main and Church streets, Belfast, Maine. U. S. Five-Twenty Bonds, par
creed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provabh
v*dhe,
3w30
$526,500
U. s.
1 en-Torty
; under the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual and as a
Bonds, par
'“Hue,
copartner in the firm of Emery & Newton, consisting oi
1 Oil,000
the petitioner and one David B. Newton upon which au
U. S. Six Per Cent. Thirty Year
ri^H E firm of POTE & DUNBAR
having this day sold
order of notice in the Republican Journal and the Rock
Bonds,
X their entire stock to Messrs. Woods &. Conant, do
215,000
laud Free Press, issued, returnable before the Court iu
New
York
County Bonds,
i.,ooo
by mutual consent dissolve. Ail persons who are indebt
on the first Monday of July, A. L>. 1809; which
State Bonds,
Portland,
ed to the late lirm, or to the firm of Pote &
Virginia
37,loo
Prescott, arc Alabama State
an inspection of the record of said case shows not
order,
Bonds,
13,uou
requested to call at the store of G. P. Pote, Hayford
to have been complied with ; and it now
Central
Park
Loan
and
Improvement
appearing upon
Block,
settle, as the hooks will be kept there until
a further petitiou of said bankrupt that the
Bonds,
the first of April.
petitioner
M. E. POTE,
luO.ooi)
endeavored iu good faith to obey the order of Court,
South Carolina Bonds, new,
20,000
11. DUNBAR,.Tn.
and believed that he hud done so, and that the failure tu
Belfast. Dec. 29, ISM.
,;w*>0
comply therewith was wholly the result ot accident and
$1,023,600
Market Value,
inadvertence; upon now reading, upon this twenty
$1,090,771.25 ninth
day of January, A. D. 1870, said petitiou tor dis
K AL ILIVIKIIATIOV! Loaned on Bond and Mortgage, Being the
charge anew,
first lien on unincumbered Real Estate,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
THE NEW YOKK
worth double the amount loaned.,
8,000.00 upon the same on the first Monday ot
April, A. D.
Debts otherwise secured,
150,400.00 1870, before the Court in Portland, in -laid District, at lo
Debts lor Premiums,
12,059.05 o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in
All other Securit ies,
15,877.86 the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journal,
250 CONGRESS ST., Portland, Me.
newspapers printed in said District, once a week tor
Total Assets,
$1,353,398.17 three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
and staples, Agents for the
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
State of Maine.
We have just arrived in
LIABILITIES.
said time and place, and shew cause, it any they have
PORTLAND with a full supply of the celebrated Amounts due or not due
to Banks or other
why tfce prayer of said petition should not be grunted
EJffEllSElSETi: MEDECIMEI. These Curacreditors,
None.
WM. P. PREBLE,
tives are the favorite prescriptions of the New York
Losses
usted and due,
Clerk of District Court lor said District
None.
JwSil
Medical University. What may seem almost incredible Losses adj
adjusted aud not due,
4,553.45
is the astonishing rapidity with which
cure
disthey
Losses adjusted and
eases hitherto considered incurable.
A valuable Book Losses in
District Court of the United /
.....
suspense waiting for f urther [
153,653.88
lv “VNKPl
1 *'
free, containing important Physiological information
States. District of Maine.
S
i
proof,
for everybody. Agents wanted in every town in the All
other Claims against the Company,
In
the
matter ot JOSEPH L. UR AN N, bankrupt.
20,695.93
State. We would be pleased to communicate with any
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That a Petitiou has
one" desiring an agency for the sale of the
University
Total Liabilities,
$178,903.26
been presented to the Court this second
Medicines.
day ot K b
A.
1>. 1870, by Joseph L. I ram ot Sullivan, in
F. P. HENDERSON, M. D., Consulting Physician, ! Hi*' greatest amount Insured in any one
ruary,
said
a
cases cured by Contract.
that
ne
District,
Bankrupt,
Medical Advice, free. Otlice
praying
riak,
may be i)v
$30,000.00
hours, from 8 o'clock in the morning to 8 o’clock in the 1 he greatest amount alllowed by j No arbitrary rule, creed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provs
ble
under
the
the
and
Address
all
rules
of
letters
to
the
Act,
evening.
Bankrupt
upon reading said i>Company to be I Are governed entiretition,
insured in anyone city, town { ly by a prudmt re
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents,
It
is
Ordered
the
Court
that
or
a hearing be hail up
by
village,
University Branch, 250 Congre 63 St.,
{' gard for the character on the
tI23
The greatest amount allowed tube I of the risk,
same, on the first Monday of May A.D. l87o, befor
Portland’ Maine.
the Court in Portland, in said District, ut 10 o’clock, A.
insured in any one block,
M., and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
H1HE IJEEYER8KT1 ffEDECEWKN.
American and the Republican .Journal, newspapers
State of New York,
i
FOR SALE RY
X
in said District, once a week for three weeks, and
printed
of
New
County
York, ss. i
that
all creditors who have proved their debts and othei
R. U. MOODY, Druggist and Apothecary,
George W. Savage, President, and William J. Hughes, persons iu Interest, may appear
at said time and place
corner Main and High streets, sole authorized
agent in Secretary, ot tiie international Insurance Company, of and show cayse, if any they have, whv the
prayer ot said
Belfast.
the city of New York, being duly sworn, depose and
Petition should not be granted.
W'M. P. PREBLE
The above medicines cures Cancer, Scrofula, Tumors say, that the foregoing is a full, true and correct state3w31
Clerk of District Court for said District.
of all kinds, all diseases of the skin, U leers of the throat ment ol' the affairs of the said
Company; that the said
Insurance Company is the bona fiae owner of at least
RICHARD II. MOODY,
catarrh, rheumatism, &c.
District Court or mb United )
tno
one hundred thousand dollars of actual cash
capital, In'N UANIiKI l'1’
States. District ol Maine.
vested in State and United States Stocks and Bonds, or
in Bonds and Mortgages of real estate, unincumbered
In the matter of DAVID b. NEWTON,
Copartner
and worth double the amount for which the same Is
the tirm of Emery & Newton, bankrupts,
mortgaged; and that they are the above described offiIS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition havlug
cers of said Insurance
Company’.
been presented to the Court, on the second day !
GKO. W. SAVAGE, President.^
February, A. D. 1809, by David b. Newton ot Whites
WM. J. HUGHES, Secretary.
in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he might
port,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of Jan- be decreed to have a lull discharge from all bis debt,
LEWIS &
As witness, my hand and official seal.
uary, 1870.
provable under the bankrupt Act, both as an individual
THOMAS L. THOKNELL, Notary Public,
and as a copartner in the tirm ot
Emery It Newton con
At the Foot ot MAIN STREET, ileal in
slsting of the petitioner and l.ewelln Emery; upon
SAWYER &. STAPLES, Agents,
which an order of notice in the Republican Journal and
FISH OF ALL KINDS.
3w31
the Rockland Free Press, Issued, returnable before th.
Belfast, Maine.
Aud have then fresh from the briney depths twice a
Court in Portland, on the tirst Monday in July, A. D
week. The spotted Cod, the silvery Hake, the lively
which order on inspection of the record ol said
beautiful
tor
of the annual statement of 1869,
Haddock,
chowders, the mottled Mackerel,
case shows not to have been
the ponderous Halibut, the translucent Smelt, the
complied with, and it now
the NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY, of
appeupon u further petition ol said Bankrupt
appearing
tising Flounder, and the savory Clam,—all may be found Boston, Mass., on the 1st of January, 1870, to the State the
petitioner endeavored In good faith to obey the or
there.
of Maine.
der of the Court, and believed that he had done so, and
Sliakspere it was who exclaimed—
that the failure to comply therewith was wholly the re
Capital Stock ol said Company,
$300,000.00 suit ot accident and
“Flesh, flesh, how art thou fishified /”
Inadvertence, upon now
actually paid in'.
300,000.00 upon this twenty-ninth day of January, A. I>. reading
And the poet was right, as usual. He understood the
Isro, said
Amount of existing risks under written by
lor
petition
As
a
discharge anew,
question.
said Company,
diet, fish is better. Therefore should
23.050.015.00
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
flesh be fi9hilied. Economy sanctions it, for tish is
upon the same, on the tirst Monday of April, A. 1>, Is o.
cheaper, and quite as nutritious. It is easierof diges- Amount of premium notes held by said
before the Court in Portland, iu said
at lo
tion. Physicians say it nourishes the brain and strengthCompany,
87.930.00 o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof beDistrict,
In
ens the mind.
It Is not heating, begets not humors in Amount ol accrued profits on
Income,
3,668.32 the Republican Journal and the Rockland published
Free Press
the blood.
The funds of the Company are invested
in
said
a
for
once
newspapers
printed
week,
District,
Therefore, oh ye who are wise, come to the Fish Mar- n9 follows—
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
ket. Order book at the store of D. Faunce & Co.
In U. S. bonds or securities,
97,377.50 their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
Pedlers supplied on liberal terms,
In State,
and Municipal securities,
13,862.50
County
said time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
LEWIS & CROSBY, at Lewis’ wharf.
In Railroad
and other Corporation securiwhy the prayer of said petition should not he granted.
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.
^7
ties,
r€G,432.50
WM. 1’. PREBLE,
In Bank, Railroad and other Corporation
3w30
Clerk of the District Court for said District.
stock,
367,607.00
In Mortgages of real estate,
30.009.00
For SaleUnited /.l> R.
In Notes secured by collaterals,
3,000.00 District Court of tick
1 u
t
States, District of Maine.
90,992.36
Sell’ECLIPSE, now lying at Belfast. In Notes secured be endorsers and sureties,
E. UAI.I,, Bankrupt.
Carries lu5 M. of lumber. Well found In Real Estate,
None.
of
JOSEPH
In the matter
and ready for business. For further par- In Money,
67,724.35
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
In other assets,
ticulars enquire of
J. C, ROBBINS.
55,118.40
teen presented to the Court tills fourteenth day ot
3w3Q*
Northport, Maine.
D. 1870, by Joseph F. Hall, ot LlncolnrlUe
A.
January,
Total assets.
$883,712.99 n said District,a bankrupt,
praying that be may be de
COX & FIELD, Agent,
a full discharge from all Ids
leave
to
ireed
debts, prove
3w30
Belfast, Maine.
LUMBERMEN !
>le under the Bankrupt Act, individually, aud as a pari
ier ol the following named firms, to wit: McClure A
* POKES!
Jo., the other member whereof was James McClure,
/L(HWVl,!AIUOAD SLEEPERS WANTlohuson, Hall A Co., the other members whcreol were
ted. Having contracted for 40,000,
The subscriber has just received from New Hampshire,
we now Oder the balance to citizens
I. H. Johnson, and Ansel Lothrop; McClure,
the
line
adjoining
Lothrop
Ten Thousand best Hlckery and White Oak Spokes,
on the following terms, If applied for
k Co,, the other members whereof were Benjamin W.
immediately—
Cedar 40 cents each; Hacmetac 38 cents each; Yellow form 1 1-8 to 2 1-2 inches. Please call and examine said
.othrop, and James McClure: Hall, Lothrop A Co., the
at
No. 1, PIIENIX ROW.
Ash 58 ceuts each; of the following demensions: 0 feet
ither member whereof was Benjamin W. Lothrop, and
Spokes
tf27
OAKES ANGIER.
long, 0 inches face, u inches thick.
ipon reading said petition.
Parties desiring to contract, must apply to C. H.
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be bad
WEBB, Esq.. Thorndike, or to the subscribers at their
ipon the same, on the tirst Monday of April, A. D.
Dissolution of
office In Belfast.
870, before the Court in Portland, In said District, at
The whole of tlio above sleepers will be paid for on
0 o’clSck, A. M., and that notice thereof be published
IS HEREBY GIVEN that the copartnerthe 15tli day of the month succeeding their delivery alship existing under the style of HALLS AND n the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Jour
ter inspection and acceptance by the chief engineer.
COOPER” is dissolved by limitation. All persons havlal, newspapers printed in said District, once a
WILLSON, TENNANT A CO., Contractors.
ing unsettled accounts with the above concern are re- reek for three weeks, and that all creditors who have
same
iroved their debts and other persons In Interest, may ap
quested to call aud settle the
Immediately.
We hereby agree to guarantee the prompt payments
WM. H. HALL,
tear at said time and place and show cause, If any they
oi the above deliveries in accordance with the terms of
C. J. HALL,
lave, why the prayer of said Petition should not ho
the advertisement.
WM. P. PREBLE,
M. R, COOPER.
'ranted.
Sw30
Clerk of District Court for said District.
3W31
Belfast, February 1, 1870.
LIABILITIES.

j

Losses

Unadjusted,

24,460.00

j

THIS

SAKAU

STATEMENT

'■

__

U

I1UIS

MEW

UNIVERSITY

BRANCH,

Henderson

THIS

fish!

fish!

fish!

THIS

CROSBY,

Abstract

THIS

^POKES’

England.

February,

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for t'fie
ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot Febru

a

PERRY, widow of
ALICE
Lincolnville,
having
W.

443,900.00,
179,600.00,
784,000.00
16,500.00
73,600.00

New York State Stocks,

HOUSE,

HAIR DRESSING

(being

Loans on Stocks payable on demand,
United States 5-20 Registered Bonds
10-40

FOR SALE.

Owing to the death of the
Esq., the above ihouse is

of

County

THK
CONDITION OF Till
KIRK INSURANCE COMPANY
on
the
31st of December, I860
York,

of

Hens),

VIEW

Tuesday

ary, A. D. 1870.

FIELD, A^enU.
Beirau, Be.

OF
LOKILLARD
STATEMENT
New
city

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY Evenings, Feb. 23, &24,

BAY

the second

by

Sublislied

State of Connecticut,
/
|
County ot New London, ss. j
January 21, 1870. Personally appeared, Whiteman F
Steere, Secretary of said Norwich Fire Insurance Com
pany, and made oath to the loregoing statement, by bin
subscribed, according to his best knowledge and belief.
Before me, THOS. J. WATTLKS, Notary Public.

PUBLIC LEVEE

SOCIAL

on

"^TANCY HOLMES,

4w;t0

next

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the

a

County

EMERY SAWYER,

MARRIED.

the ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment
SHIP NEWS.
There is competition in the milk business in our to the Constitution.
This is based upon into
are
the
dealers
some
of
and
contracting
city,
PORT OF BELFAST.
telligence said to have been received that the
furnish the fluid until June for six cents per quart, Nebraska Legislature will adopt the AmendARRIVED.
and then at a reduced price.
Feb 11th Sch Atlantic, Burgess, Boston.
ment, immediately after organizing, Tuesday
12th Sells Lydia A May, Barker,
Philadelphia; James
The travelling about town on Tuesday was some- next, and that official announcement of this Jewett, Coombs,
Boston; J P Meriam, Clark, do.
act will he instantly forwarded to Iho State
thing fearful. Custom House Square was a lake of
SAILED.
Nebraska makes up the requimixed snow and water. The freeze of the night Department.
Feb lltli Sells Mary
site number of States, without counting New Oak Grove, West, Boston.Farrow, Bagiev, Georgetown ;
mitigated things somewhat.
13th Sch Mazurka, Kimball, Boston.
York, and it is understood that the AdminisAttention is called to the auction sale of L. T" tration intends to wait for ratification
NeSch
by
Canema, ninety-six tons,of Stockton Me,left JackCarter's larin and stock, at North Scarsport. adver- braska in order to avoid
any controversy as sonville, Fla, laden with lumber on the 2bth of January.
Had two
tised in another column. Bargains may lie had to the
of
a
to
State
withdraw
its
passengers, who had been sojourning on the
ratifiright
St. John’s river for their health. Had
there.
cation at any time before the adoption of an er until Feb 3, when oil the north ot moderatelatweathHatteras,
3029,
Ion 75 15, she encountered a heavy northeast
gale, lasting
Snow slides and smashed hats have been the chief Amendment, this question being presented is
the
vessel to leak badly. On the 7th
hours,
causing
sidewalk incidents of late. If a man lias any lurk- in the ease of New York.
inst, the wind hauled totin' east-south-east increasing in
fury, until it blew almost a hurricane. At 2 P M tills
ing profanity about him, it is apt to crop out at such
THE MORMON QUESTION.
‘lay, while running with two reefs in the foresail, found
times.
that the vessel was making water faster and
faster, when
The Senate Committee on Territories we rigged both
pumps and kept them constantly at work,
Not milch done on St. Valentine's day. Is courtbut the water continually gained
had
the
Utah
and
the vesyesterday
up
upon us,
polygamy ques- sel was
down all the time. On the 8th of Feb,
ing going out of fashion, or has the Saint become a tian, ami heard the statement of Mr. Bradley at 4 A settling
M, kept the Canema oft' before the wind, in hopes
bore.
who was editor of a paper published at ot getting by the land betore she tilled. At 0 A M, there
was so much water in her hold that she became unmanPortions of the Railroad track between Belfast Corinne, and which paper was mobbed and
ageable, At 7 A M, she rolled on her side, being full of
| demolished
the
Mormons
on account of water at the
by
cut away the halyards, let the foresail
and I'nity are used for sleds and sleighs, ll
Isj his strictures on Brigham Young and his come down bytime;
the run ; cut away the mainmast to
right
level and makes pretty driving.
but
her,
only partially succeeded. At 8 A M, saw a large
church. lie gave a detailed statement ofthe schooner
to windward laying to; set a
signal of distress,
It was Harvey Smalley .himself who broke his condition of affairs in
and
said
some
9
and
at
A
Utah,
11, it becoming moderate for a while, the veseg, and not his son, as stated last week. Mr. Smalley stringent legislation is necessary in order to sel, the sch J, S Davis, Bishop, from New Orleans for
New York, ran down to us under our
lee, and, after conis a worthy man. and our citizens have contributed
protect the rights and liberties of citizens of siderable peril, succeeded in boarding
her in our own
a liberal sum for his relief.
the Territory who do not belong to the Mor- boat. \\ e saved nothing. The wreck was abandoned
on 1’eb 8, in lat 37
Ion
72.
The
rescued crew and
30,
The committed are preparing a
Mr. Cooper, will continue business at the stand mon faith.
passengers were made quite comfortable on board the
bill, but it will not be as sweeping as the bill sell L S Davis, and with terms
of the highest praise they
of the late linn of Halts
< ooper, and oilers supethank ( .apt Bishop for his kindness and consideration.
proposed by the House Committee.
rior inducement to purchasers.
Their names and places of residence are as follows
M Franks, mate,
2iL?I-»d5ett’ caPtain» Prospect, Me; A
Mr. Cseeiola has sold his barber shop in City
of
lias
been
Shenandoah,
(ieorge Bye,
nliieiull,lie;-Greenwood, cook, Nova Scotia; John
Block to Mr. Arau. an accomplished hair dresser elected State Treasurer of
Devereax, seaman, Penobscot, Me; David Carr, BaltiVirginia.
I ,u^ro> Md; Geo Ferris, passenger, New York city; J H
] lr mi Rockland, who will conduct il in future.
passenger, Portland, Me. Capt Bishop reports that
j itH, he
had not have discovered the Canema
Smelt are caught in great abundance in tlie river,
The worst riles cured, i wish to -pread
just as he did
no mortal aid could have saved the seven
persons reselland retail iii the streets for twelve cents per pound. abroad iho great benefit I have derived from the use
tlli’ Pei'‘°d t,iat elapsed in his successful
of Dr. Harrison's peristaltic luzenges.
£tio.4yl**fnUVas
eiloits In rescuing ilium
„/«,! „mr,pncalm
I liaye suffered years fVomthe worst Piles. I used between two terrible gales. An east-north-east blow
flu- disturbance in Paris consequent upon
everything to no purpose, until I found the Lozen- had subsided, and thirty minutes after the sinking sch
the arrest of Rochelort, the liberal editor, ges; in less than a month I was cured, anil have had been left a terrible nor'wester burst upon them,
only to resort to them when costlveness returns,
lias subsided. The arrest was followed by a and
always find instant relief. S. (). Neal. For
at No. t Tremont Temple, Boston, by F. A.
AUCTION!
popular commotion and riot, that held pos- sale
Harrison A: (JO., Proprietors, and by all DrugFARM, FARM STOCK, FARMING TOOLS
session of the streets in the
for
two
Mailed
for
GO
cents.
2mo31
vicinity
gists.
II.W and
FURNITURE, at Auction,
days and nights. Troops were called out,
l)n. A. H. Hayes, of Boston, under $20,00(1
—ON—
put did not lire upon the mob. Arrests were Bonds. We understand that an extensive and well
March 5, 1870,
Saturday,
known publishing house in New York has made an
made by the police, and a few lives were
at 1 o’clock, P. M., on the premises, the farm now ownarrangement with Dr. Hayes, of Boston, to travel I ed and
occupied by Lemuel T. Carter, in North Searsport.
lost in so doing. Al last accounts quiet pre- in Europe after July next, and write upon medical
This farm is
situated on the west side of
his material from the principal the Half-Moon beautifully
topics,
gathering
Pond, seven miles from Searsport and lu
vailed.
cities, at the enormous salary of $12,000 a year and miles lrom Belfast. Contains 48 acres ot good land, di
expenses, and has come under the above named vided into mowing, tillage and first rate second growth
Col. W. M. Thayer, the popular lainlloril of the bond to carry the same into effect. This would wood lot,, good orchard, and an abundance of water.
Mansion house, intends to least a few of ids friends seem to be an extravagant compensation, hut we The buildings arc 1 l--i story house, nearly new and fin2<>xl0, in good repair. One yoke steers two
to-day on a small trout, taken from Wilton pond have no doubt that the publishers will receive large ished ; barn one
cow five years old, and one
years old;
yearling
thf‘ other day by .Tames N. Hall,
which lie profits, as Dr. Hayes lias become very distinguish- heifer. About three tons nice
Esq.,
hay, lot of farming tools;
His
says lie “took the liberty of
for the ed as an author as well as practitioner.

fry Cod

PROBATE NOTICES.

Administratrix of the estate of
_A3| George Holmes, 'ate ot Belmont, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented her first account
of administration on said estate for allowance.
Belfast.
Ordered, That the said Administrate give notice to all
persons interested
causing a copy ol this order to be
three weeks successively in the Republican
ournal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
CONN.
Probate Court, to be held at. Belfast, within and for said
W. L. STEERK., Sec’y.
County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten ot
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have,
actually paid
why the same should not be allowed.
$300,000.00
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
nn,0Q4.4c
A true cup/.
Attest— -I*. P. 1?'iri.i», Rvgiato r. in U

Agent,
Geo. P. Reymond, 52 Chambers Street, Boston, will be
3w32
at the New England House, Belfast, a few days before
materials used are of home production equivthe dance, with a variety oi Ladies' and Gentlemen's
In this city, 10th inst, by Rev, W. O. Thomas, Mr.
alent amounts are to be allowed.
Fire Insurance Company.
Frederick linowlton and Miss Abbie M. Sanborn, both Costumes, which will be furnished at reasonable rates. Norwich
No person will be admitted to the floor of the hall
The second section allows ship stores and of Liberty.
OF NORWICH,
to dance, unless Masked and in Costume.
Ladies in
in Monroe, Feb. 2‘>th, by D. S. Flanders, Esq., Mr.
coal to be shipped and consumed free of duty.
full Ball Dress will be considered in Costume.
E. LEARNED, Pres’t.
R. Irving and Mrs. Sarah C. Pierce, both of
The third section allows an annual subsidy Jonathan
Gentlemen will be furnished with carriages for their
Brooks; al90 Feb. 6th, by Rev. J. Walker, Mr. Joshua
to American vessels in the carrying trade for I). Treat and Miss Sarati S. Waldron, both of Frankfort. Ladies, to and from the hall, upon application to the Capital Stock of Company,
in.
In Tremont, by Wilson Guptill, Esq., Mr. Alxander Committee, free of charge.
over six months in the year, between AmeriSurplus, January 1, 1870,
Norwood and Miss Rachel Murphy, both ot T.
can and foreign ports, as follows :
With the
BALL
TICKETS. $1.50.
In Thomaston, Jan. 26th, Edwin Walsh, Esq., and
$360,994.40
British American provinces $1.69 .per ton. Olivia Wallace, of Walnoboro.
Doors open an 7 1-2 o'clock. Dancing to commence at
ASSETS.
8 1-2 o’clock.
For sailing vessels or steamers with EuroBank Stocks,
$163,613.50
Railroad Bonds,
167,000.00
pean ports, $4 p.er ton. For steamers with
DIED.
Dancers are requested to GO IN AT THE SOUTH Cash on hand and with
16,335.15
For
all other foreign ports, $3 per ton.
ENTRANCE. Spectators’ Tickets will be found at Interest due and accrued,Agents,
9,525.711
Washburn’s Bookstore, on and after Monday, Feb. 2lst, All other assets,
steamers the committee will also report a
4,500.00
| Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age,must where a
the
hall
may be found.
plai^of
bill substituting for all tonage duties 3D cents bepaidfor.\
$360,974.40
In
this
Jan.
Seats,
on
the
and
wile
ot
Alvin
all
harbor
city,
23th, Mary K.,
dues,
BlodgFloor, $1.00.
per ton,
abolishing
LIABILITIES.
ett, ngeJ 28 years; Feb. f»th, Mrs. Alary Snow, aged Gti
First and Second Rows in the Gallery, $1.00. Losses adjusted but not due,
pilotage fees, or other taxes imposed by years; Feb. 8tli,
John Tutta, aged G7.
$3,101.84
Losses
Third
or
last Row, 50 cents.
State or municipal laws.
In Thorndike, Feb, 4th Mark Allie, 60n ot Itucl and
unadjusted,
3,141.50
Due
for
77.30
P.
reinsurance,
1
Nancy
Wentworth, aged year, J months and 1 day.
No more Tickets will be sold than seats are
provided
In Boston, Feb. tutli, Mrs. Charlotte A. 0. Norris, and
THE FIFTEENTH AMENDMENT.
every necessary precaution will be taken by the
relict ot the late James B. Norris, formerly of Augusta, Committee to ensure a
$6,320.fr
pleasant and satisfactory enterW. L. STEERK, Secretary.
It is
that the President will issue Maine.
tainment.
a

Tag

^,,r*1

723,200.00
67,088,24

Railroad and other corporation securi-

ties,
In Bank, Railroad and other
corporation
stock,
In Mortgages of real estate,
In Notes secured by collaterals,
1 n Notes secured by endorsers and surot
ies,

tor the benefit of

Music by HALL’S BAND,

STR*» PKESSES

the funds of the Company in-

A»HIX()IOX EXOIXE CO. MO. 5,

H

Printing.

I c*""™T'Z,lrru‘‘a’.

vested, viz.,

—ON—

Monday Eve,

or

M

111

IIow

HAYFORD HALL, BELFAST,

Feb.

I

liabilities other than risks

named,

Amount of accrued profits

-AT-

Residence at Mrs.

FORTE.

ltUSaEJLI/S Congress Street, Belfast.
TEACHER
to
attention

as

Capital slock of said Company,
$1,000,000,00
Capital stock actually paid in,
1,000,000.00
Amount of existing risks underwritten by
said Company,
51,196,988.00
Amount of premium notes held by said
Company,

Oral?

Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER

York,

of New York, showing the condition ot said
it existed on the 31st day of December,
1869, betng the time of their last exhibit, which statement is made by said Company, proposing to do insur
ance business in the State of Maine, to be laid before
the Legislature.

in the State

HAYFORD HALL.
Entertainment will consist of a Promenade Concert,
a Drama, Refreshments, &c., &c.
A cordial invitation is extended to all to come and
witness, and share in the entertainment. Per Order.
lw
Belfast, Feb. 10.

Warren’s Cough Balsam!
best medicine of

England.

TO THE SECBETARY OF STATE,
OF THE STATE OF MAINE, AUGUSTA.
suance

reasonable

at

1,984,360,98
$110,374,291.37

Total.
Balance in

principal Wharf
Inquire ol

11,020,531.06 is upon the label of each bottle.
will
23,975,830.22 They arc purely vegetable and

report

ci,

On the
terms.

and

flic- Wise was dangerously shot in St. M ary's tempts have been made to capture him, without
Hie Treason'. Sept..
ilc'lic clmreli in Pique. Ohio, during flic service success, until last Friday morning, when Sheriff
1869,
$120,014,857.80
nd.iy morning liy Alary Maher, a voung woman Grose, by well arranged strategy, assisted by some
■: .in li
had promised to marry and deserted.
Total,
$286,389,149.23
resolute men, effected his capture. If ho can be kept
Expenditures:
flic Monarch sailed for Annapolis on Sunday
safely until Judge Dickerson holds court at Rock- Civil and Miscellaneous,
$11,445,908.50
tiov. Chamberlain went in her by invitation.
land. he will be likely to get a situation at Th omas- War, Navy, Interior. Indians,
and
Pensions,
25,280,965.45
Hr learn from the Camden Herald that Mr. ton for some
length of time.
Interest on public debt,
25,485.310.84
inis Morton, an old citizen of that town, was
to
in
the
40.271.015.28
A paragraph
relation
Agricultural So. Purchase of IT. 8. bonds,
end dead in bed at the house of a son in Koekport,
debt.
of
the
public
5,442,712.00
here he had been visiting.
ciety's meeting in this city on the 5th, was accident- Redemption
Mr-. Barton, a fashionable and wealthy lady of ally omitted last week. The exhibit of the affairs
Total.
$107,025,612.07
Wuive-tcr, threw herself under the ears at that shows that the Society owes about $2J00, including Balance in the Treasure Dee.
Hie debt contracted for the new building for exhibi1859,
8128,408,237.16
on Saturday, and was instantly killed.
AID TO NAVIGATION
tion purposes, Much discussion in a pretty full
North Carolina has the champion old man. He
readied HI! years by dint of living on a purely meeting was had upon the various methods of ro«
The select committee on American naviga■grtablc diet and drinking spring water, and is lief. It could not lie decided whether the members tion interests have
a bill alagreed to
!y to live as much longer, from all appearances, of the society could be liolden to pay assessments
■f
ha- survived seven wives, and as the last one
loYving drawbacks on shipbuilding materials,
for liquidation of the debts, or whether the property not to exceed
: -i\i>
years ago he i- beginning to feel loneeight dollars per Ion on wooden
and talk- about going courting again.
should he sold. A committee was finally chosen to
.sailing vessels, ten dollars per ton on com\
-fsp,'rate robber in Boston, on Saturday, examine into the ease, and report, at a meeting on posite sailing vessels with iron frames and
planking, ten dollars per ton on
•ki d a man in a Slate street office, robbed liimof the Otb, the best way of settling this dish of agri- wooden
ten dollars on composite
hi. and ran. tint w as caught, and the money cultural hash. Col. Chase, S. L. Millikcu and IV. wooden steamers,
steamers, twelve on iron sailing vessels, and
V. Marshal are the Committee.
■overed.
fifteen per ton on iron steamers. When the
The Excelsior Minstrels had a fine house at their
\
over bis

nnly promise to abstain from the use of all intox greater than at their previous entertainment. The
iiting beverages, otherwise than us a drink, and terrific
equestrian performance of Mazeppa was unrofsinty unless prescribed by a pliy-iciau, at least
dertaken, the fiery untamed steed being representcir limes a day. excepting cider."
ed by a donkey that in the spring time is accustomfrank tiurney, a liiendieant Pivurlunan, soiiu-oo
ioid. was’lound dead in the road between ed to haul a lobster cart into town. It was a siden,tail's Mills and Skowbegan. a few days ago, splitting performance.
i\lag probably perished from cold or hunger, or
The l’rog. Age says that stenographic reports of
if. -evs the Waterville Mail.
trials have cost this county $500 the past year, and
wen*
the
w :> L"Ui-i:ma curpei-i-aggerCongressthat this knight of the pencil is not needed. IVe
i, 'hai
.i'M-hipThey are lovely specithought so when we read the Bangor Whig’s letters
mens.
from that official. It is paying too high for abuse
'hive fashionably dressed girls created quite a
of the Democratic party—and in the columns of the
atoii on board a Brooklyn ferry-boat the other
ft by seating themselves on the chain and smok- Whig is piling Alps on Alps.
igar- while crossing the river.
the costumer, will be iu this city
Mr.

—AND—

The Treasury

named Dailey, pound-

!

UNIVERSALIST LEVEE

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Copartnership.

NOTICE
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I

AND^WOMANHOOD.

chief over his head, though it was very soon knows ?” lint the above may bo taken as a
MANHOOD
wet through and drove doggedly on. The true statement of the matter, though how
G P LOMBARD,
PUBLISHER BY THE
BY BAYARD TAYLOR.
rain got down his neck, and through his the tacts came to be known—whether the
PEABODY MEDICAL .INSTITUTE,
“What induced him to do it?” was the
handkerchief, and under the handkerchief ghost of the last will and testament paid a
Storm-wearied Argo slept upon the water.
question.
(Opposite Revere House.)
and into his eyes, so that ho could scarcely second visit to earth and told the story—must
No cloud was seen; on blue and craggy Ida
“Heaven knows!” was the answer.
and into his cars, so that it sent a cold remain a
(Offue first door south ot Hiyford Block.)
1000 Copies Sold the Last Year.
The hot noon lay, and on the plain’s enamel;
profound secret. All that is necesBut the long and the short of the matter j see,
A
shiver all through him—there was one par- sary to
all the TIIE SCIENCE OF
fact that
CHURCH STREET,
Cool, in hi.~ bed, alone, the swift Scamander.
tfI
liKI.FAST, MAINE.
PRESKKVA
say is, Joitv Simpson and Fanny
was this:
LIFE, or SELF
cold and penetrating drop that made Champion were married and lived happily
“Why should I haste?” said young and rosy Hylas; j
NilroiH Oxide Gas or Ether administered.
TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Mr. Tom Soper, an attorney by profession, ticularly
“The seas were rough, and long the way from
DRY GOODS at
him shake his head, as it went on its voyage ever afterward.
Exhausted Vitality, Premature De< link in
had established himself, many years ago. in
Colchis.
of discovery into the inner cavities of his ear
lleneatli the snow-white awning slumbers Jason.
Man, Nervous and Physical Di p.ilitv, Hypcx hthe little town of Cogswell, under the patron»■
■'*■*’»» K It N U I*
all this time that brute of a horse was
Pillowed upon his tame Thessalian panther;
a distant —and
ondkia, and .ill other diseases arising from the Errors
age of Lady Dudgeon, who was
then
on the
first
on
side
and
one
The shield- are piled, the listless oars suspended
01 Youth,or the Indiscretions
cousin of his; and being a man of agreeable dodging,
orj'Kxt l>sp.s of ma1 111 the black thwarts, and all the hairy bondsmen
other, and the very hedgerows, as well as he
ture years, ihis is indeed a book for every man. Price i'OY\'SA'U.i:u A ATTORSKY AT / .111'.
manners, he became so great a lavorite with
I'ozc on the benches. They may wait for water,
see them in the darkness, seemed,
could
(KHTABLISHEn JS.’IO.)
only One Dollar, us.j pages, bound in cloth. DR. A. Ii.
OFFICE, IIAI FORD IiEOCK,
Till 1 have bathed in mountain-born Scamander.’’ that lady, that not only was the management
blown as they were with the wind, to be setHAYES, Author.
been
from
the
have
taken
of all her affairs placed in his hands, but it
Shelves
to one another in a ghostly fashion ; and WELCH
Belfast, Maine.
So said, unllllellng lus purple cnlamys,
A Hook for Even II Oman.
was generally supposed that she had in a ting
And putting down his urn, he stood a moment,
it was altogether, the most uncomfortable
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN AND
Saws!
their
anil
Saws!
manner adopted him—he being an unfortuCounters,
upon
the
odor
of
the
blossoms
put
warm
faint,
Hreatliing
drive that Mr. Soper had ever had. Hut the SAWS of all description.-. AXICS, liF.LTfNU and
HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of I’id
That spangled thick the lovely Dardan meadows. nate orphan of five-and-thirty—and intended
CIRCULAR SAWS with
to be done was to whip his horse MILL FURNISHINGS.
lOI.OGHALLi AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from i.M
M 1
Then, stooping lightly, loosened he his buskins.
for the express purpose of
to endow him with all her worldly possessions only thing
Solid Teeth, or with Patent Ad.i l-stabi.i: Points,
T<> Old Age, with
And felt with with shrinking feet the crispy verdure. when she should require them no longer. and keep him in as straight a line as possi- superior to all Inserted Teeth Saws.
elegant D,..i strativi Engrwl»eil nceil-M
ble.
ING5.
Naked, save one light robe that from liis shoulder
«j-Price«
out the
But Mr. Tom Soper was an ambitious
«*Send lor Price List and Circulars. Jr#
“Tom Soucr?”
These are, beyond all comparison, tin mo,t extraordi
Hung to his knee, tile youthful flush revealing
an impatient man, and was not
WIIfH A tlllll’FlTHK.
Of warm, white limbs, half-nerved with coining man, he was
all
in
a
He
nary works of Physiology ever published.
tremble,
pulled
up suddenly,
There is
■loston. Mass., or Detroit, .tlicli.
to
to a happy future,
whole
March
look
forward
1st.
to
content
lot,
manhood,
his shoulder, expecting to
nothing whatever that the Married or single
Yet fair and smooth with tenderness of beauty.
but wanted a happy present as well; and and looked over
Either. Sex can either require or wish to
his gig, for the
Now to to the river's sandy marge advancing,
know, bnt
in seeking that happiness which with him find some one in the seat of
I ;A Z \ HI'S & MO H K T S'
what is fully explained, and
He dropped the robe, and raised bis head exulting
many matters of fhe most
the shape of money, lit' permitted yoiee that called him seemed close to his ear, Publishes Sermons, a Serial Story tor the family, a new,
assumed
«’ I: I, !•: i; K A T !•: I)
beam
with
that
embracing
in the leal- sunshine,
Children’s Story every week, Chats wit h the Little Folks
and interesting character are
then
he
but
no
one
was
and
important
to
there;
peered
introduced,
As we intend
account oi
himself so to manage his relative’s affairs
Editorials by the best Methodist writers and others,
Held him against Appllo's glowing bosom.
which no alla.iion even can be found in
and
into
the
and
left,
darkness,
then,
other
work**
any
right
that a portion of her income found its way
Sacred i- Youth, the .ioy of youthful feeling.
Foreign and Domestic Correspondence, full Departin our language, Ail the New Discoveries of the ;.u
an angry shake of his shoulders mut- ments of Religious and Secular Intelligence- in short
A jov indeed, a livingjoy, was Hylas,
stock the LARGE line of
into his own private purse. Lady Dudgeon with
F.ini ily Paper. Price
whatever
whose
to
a
make
is
llior,
ol
the
an
goes
complete
Heracles,
"Bah!
a
experience
’twas
What
Wlie*ii(•* Jovc-begotton
mighty.
uninterrupted inagni
only fancy.
<nnl EYE GLASSES.
discovered these proceedings, and there was tered,
$2.50 a year. Liberal premiums to canvassers. Yearly
tude such as probably never before fell to the lot of
To men though terrible, to him was gentle,
any
Mr. Soper was forthwith fool I am! (let on, old horse.” And, with a subscriptions commence at anytime. For specimen,
a hot quarrel.
man—are
in
full.
Smoothing liis rugged nature into laughter
given
No
I*''or
Sale
at CALVIN II EKVKY’S, Agent, Belfast
lash of his whip, away he went slashing enclose a two cent stamp to
person should be without
ancy these valuable
When the boy stole liis club, or from his shoulders disadopted, and sent about his business; he
JAMES KM EH Y, Jeweler, Bucksport.
THE METHODIST 111 Nassau St., New York.
tl! 0
books. They are utterly unlike any others
the
mud.
lion.
through
of
the
Nematan
the
laid
the
that
had
had killed the goose
huge paws
1'ragged
golden
ever published.
“Tom
Soper!”
The celebrated DR. L. DIX
THE LADIES.
and went about declaring that it only
SHERMAN HOUSE, BOSTON.
rjlO
\ .« enable Books.—We have received the valuabh
I ll,' thick, brown locks, tossed backward from liis eggs,
There was no mistake this time, yet, though
1 particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or
died to spite him, that any reasonable bird
medical works of Dr. Albert il. Hayes. These book
Formerly Hancock Ilaise} Court Sc/unre.
forehead,
adviser, to call at his Uooiih, 21 Eudicott St
to
be
sold
Surgical
are
he
turned
round
he
could
see
are of actual merit, and should find a
very sharply,
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
place in every in- Boston, Mass., which
would have lived through the operation and
will find arranged tor their
fell soil about liis temples; manhood's blossom
one ; and then his hair fairly stood on end,
telligent family. They arc not the cheap order of abomin- special accommodation.they
Jlooms, One Dollar per day for each person,
Not yet had sprouted on liis chin, but freshly
been all the better for it—a little bleeding no
able trash, published by irresponsibltqparties, and puriThis
House
now stands among the iir.-d Hotels
the
for
(hat
reason
of
and
DR.
DIX
devoted
over twenty years to this
held
down by in
having
except that portion that was
lin ed the fair cheek, and full the red lips’ parting, for the
chased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a reBoston, having been lately refurnished and put in
good of its health. Lady Dudgeon, the
particular branch ol the treatment ol all diseases peculiar
handkerchief.
I.ike a loose how. that just had launched its arrow,
of
order.
as
BARNEY
sponsible
professional
a
perfect
HULL,
gentleman
in
Proprietor.
eminence,
it
that
look
it
to
to
is
now
conceded by all, (both in this coun
females,
however,' refused
upon
for the
source of instruction on vital
ilis large blue eyes, with joy dilate and beamy,
“Who’sthat?” saiil lie.
matters,concerning which
and Europe,)that he excels all other known practic
pencil has been
lamentable ignorance exists. Tire important subjects try
light, and forthwith installed another disWere clear as tlie unshadowed Grecian heaven;
'rice $1,
ioners in the safe, speed) and effectual treatment ol all
Iloiiweliold Ha^uiiie
“You
can’t
see
said
the
me,”
mysterious
presented arc treated with delicacy, ability and care, and, female complaints.
tant cousin, a young lady this time, in the
I'ewy and sleek his dimpled shoulders rounded
down
last week,
jmd Tim Woni*Kit, price 75c-.; both one year for
as an appendix, many useful prescriptions for
it’s no use looking.”
75c. Specimens 2c. Address 111k Wondi.k. Southold,
prev liJing
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose
To tlie white arms and whiterbrenst between them. position of the first favorite.
People said voice, “soare
are added.-( for,a /Aymid-•>..
y
A'. : of
complaints
L.
N.
Y.
I
Non.'
is
the
Don’t
time,
asked
Tom
"Who
I.,
I townward, the -tipple lines had less of softness; that Mr.
removing all diseases, such us debility, weakness, uu
delay
Soper.
you?”
//.. Sept. 7, lSlt).
Soper's ingratitude had broken Lady
to
almost
a wholenatural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all
His back was like a god's; liis loins were moulded
prices
“The
the
last
Ghost.of
Will and Testament
her
heart
and
hastened
Dr.
Haves
is
one
of
tin
death;
most
learned and popular j discharges which flow from a morbid state of the blood.
Dudgeon's
As if some pulse of power began to waken;
physicians of he day, and is entitled to tin gratitiuf «>l The Doctor li now fully prepared to treat In his peculiar
but as she survived that little episode some of Lady Dudgeon.”
1 he springy liiliu ss of bis tilings, outswerving,
sale
standard.
our
race
for
these
invaluable
“Good Lord!” exclaimed the unhappy
productions. It seems to' style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
ten years, and was eighty-eight when slut
FOR THE CI A 9 01.
female
be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the causi
Sloped to liis knee, anil, lightly drooping downward,
x, and they are respectfully invited to call at
ol those diseases to which they arc subject, and he tells
1 )rcw theeiirve lines that breathe, ill rest of motion. did die, perhaps old ago had as much to do man, and sat plump down on the wet cush- Has a world-wide
reputation lor restoring tin lii. <d the
Fn<f >«<»(! Mtreet. IBom(«ii»
Wo. * I
ion
: tor he had stood up, you must rememthem
how
and
when
< If mi
to
do
just
it.—f Farmuigtv:
Hair ami permanently maintaining its beauty. Should
with it as anything else.
clc, Farmington, Me., Sept, u, LsiVj.
lie saw his glorious limbs reversely mirrored
be on every Toilet table.
when lie looked round.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dolhr to
Mr.
on receiving the melancholy ber,
exSoi'er,
the
it
to
call
and
secure
his
foot
and
stretched
Ladies,
press
These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr
hi the still wave,
insure an answer.
“Yes, Tom. ’tis all true what the professor
( m the smooth sole that answered at the surface;
Haves, one of the most learned and popular physicians
1877— lyr
Boston. Jan.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
tidings, put on his hat and went up to the
Yon
cellent bargains waiting for
of the day.—The Medical and Surgical Journal. Juli/
Vlas! tli'L shape disoslved in glimmering fragments, house of mourning; for, said he, notwith- said: you can’t destroy anything.
Observe—None is Genuine without the Blunt
18(H).
Thun’, timidlv at lir t, he dipped, and catching
you had destroyed me, didn’t you, Bark Label and the-signature Allied Savage’ round
standing certain unpleasant misunderstand- thought
the neck.
Price of SCIENCE OF.LIFE, $1.00.
1*11 YSIOLOGY
(luick breath’, with tingling shudder, as the waters
you, for these goods are
that had arisen between him and the de- when you threw me on the lire, and watched
ings
and
his
deeper,
round
OF WOMAN AND HER
slowly
irled
deeper,
Su
thighs,
the
smoke
the
?
DISEASES, $U.Oo. In furDJI. FOSTER'S
but
at
to
bo
sold
lower
go
curling
up
chimney
Pill on his breast the River's check wai pillowed, ceased, he had ever regarded her with unlim1 ey morocco, full gilt, $5X0. l’ostage paid.
A SAFE,
ited affection, and all differences were for- you didn’t destroy me, you only killed me.
Vnd deeper still, till every shoreward ripple
Either book sent by mail on receipt ot price.
CERTAIN,
the black cinder, was buried in the
prices than everTalked in his car. and like a cygnet’s bosom
gotten in the grave, and moreover, as next of My body,
Address “The Peabody Medical Institute,’ *>r
AXD
that smoke that you
Hi, white, round shoulder slied the dripping crystal, kin, it was his
dust-bin;
my
spirit,
to
take
ir.
offered
Belfast Citymelancholy privilege
Dr. HAYES, No. *1 Lulfinch Street, Boston.
There, as he floated, with a rapturous motion,!
Speedy Cure
the management of affairs into his own hands. watched, went up the chimney and joined
N. B.—Dr. Ii. may be consulted in strictest confidence
Phe lurid coolness folding close around him.
the clouds, llather mixed company up there,
H
FOR
of
kin
startled
next
2
This
claim
of
everybeing
Plie lily-cradling ripples murmured, “Ilylas!”
on all diseases requiring skill, sccresy and experience
I
can
assure
sorts
of
Tom,
you—all
the
oil
his
ears
forgeries
but nevertheless was a just claim ; Lady
He shook from
hyacinthiue
body,
INVIOT \ BLK SKI RKSY AND CERTAIN RELIEF, lyr 1
NEURALGIA,
>
and lies—so that I am glad to get down
( urls, that had lain unwet upon the water.
AXD ALL
Dudgeon had outlived all her nearer relatives,
<
SIMOIMTQN BKOS. & CO
td
And still the ripples murmured, “Ilylas! Ilylas!” and no one had
a thought to the mat- again ; and now, at this present moment, Tom,
given
IP thought: “Tlie voices arc hut ear-horn music.
NERVOUS
SAVE THE CHILDREN.
1 am snugly ensconced, in the shape of a
interested—and
the
most
ter
is
still
Echo
except
party
calling
Pun dwells not here, and
r
b
DISEASES.
of water, in your right car—no! it’s no
Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and die, because oi
From some high cliff that tops a Thracian valley: that he was interested to a very great extent drop
Pin-Worms. The only effectual remedy for these most
can’t get at me with your finger—
So long mine cars, on tumbling Hellespontus,
was soon proved by the discovery that there use, you
troublesome and dangerous of all worms, in children or
Its Effects are
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